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JOHNSON DOES NOTHING AS PRICES SOAR
NEW POLICE POWERS TARGET PROTESTS
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ENVIRONMENT

50-50 chance
planet will
overshoot
1.5 degree
warming soon
THE WORLD is w arming
f a s t e r t h a n p re v i o u s l y
thought.
There is almost a 50 percent
chance that temperatures will
pass 1.5 degrees of warming
above pre-industrial levels in
the next five years.
That’s according to a World
Meteorological Organisation
(WMO) report this week.
Last year there was a
40 p ercent chance. And, ten
years ago scientists predicted
just a ten percent chance.
Petteri Taalas, WMO
secretary general said, “The
1.5 degrees figure is not some
random statistic, but rather an

We need more climate action

indicator of the point at which
climate impacts will become
increasingly harmful for people
and indeed the entire planet.”
Such predictions underline
the urgency of action and
the criminality of politicians
and corporations who drive
humanity to destruction.
The war in Ukraine has seen
governments abandon climate
pledges they made last year at
the Cop26 climate conference.
Instead, they order firms to
pump more oil and gas and dig
more coal. People are dying
now from climate change. The
heatwaves in India and Pakistan
have already claimed the lives
of at least 100 people.
We need more climate
p rotests and an end to the
c apitalist system that causes
extinction.
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘Starmer now
has the ultimate
weapon to bring
down the PM. If he
gets a fine, he can
quit as leader of
the opposition. The
precedent would be
so powerful.’

Tory former strategist Nick Timothy
has a cunning plan for Keir Starmer
after ‘beergate’ allegations

‘I think he should
pay a fine and talk
about the issues of
great importance’
Tory minister Jacob Rees-Mogg
isn’t so sure

‘He is Mr Rules. He
does not break the
rules’
Labour shadow cabinet member
Lisa Nandy defends Starmer over
‘beergate’

‘I just don’t want to
get fined for having
a curry with Keir
Starmer’
A Labour Party adviser has severe
regrets

‘It was already a bad
Friday night. The
curry was bad and
the chat was worse.’
The adviser tells the truth about
that meal in Durham

by CHARLIE KIMBER

THE LOCAL elections across
Britain saw shattering losses for
the Tories. Voters rejected Boris
Johnson’s lies and signalled
their rage at the cost of living
crisis. But the results also show
there is no real enthusiasm for
Keir Starmer’s Labour.
The Tories had lost a net 487
councillors, far ahead of many expectations. Labour was up 108—with
nearly half its gains in Wales—well
behind the Lib Dems who were up
221. The Greens were up 84, the
Scottish National Party up 22 and
Plaid Cymru down six.
The Tories also lost control of 11
councils, though Labour gained control of just five.
Labour did well in parts of London,
taking control of Wandsworth council for the first time in nearly half a
century. Labour also won Barnet
in north London and also gained
Westminster—which the Tories have
held since the council was created in
1964.
These are councils where the Tories
relentlessly pushed through privatisation, fixed ward boundaries, favoured
better-off people and held down the
council tax through brutal cuts.
That has now fallen apart. Labour
gains in Hillingdon council included
an Uxbridge ward in the heart of
Johnson’s constituency.
Already there are more Tory voices
saying Johnson is a liability and he
has to go. In Cumberland the Tories
lost 14 seats while Labour gained 12
and took overall control.
Local Tory leader John Mallinson
admitted, “Partygate was a big thing.
And the cost of living crisis. It didn’t
help getting comments from cabinet minister George Eustice talking
about people using value brands to
ease their shopping bills.”

Voters tell
Johnson it’s
time to go—
but Labour
falls short

Animosity

Mallinson said he encountered “a
lot of animosity towards the prime
minister”.
“I just don’t feel people any
longer have the confidence that their
prime minister can be relied upon
to tell the truth,” he said. Asked if
Conservative MPs should remove
Johnson, he said, “That would be
my preference, yes.”
Another Conservative MP told the
Daily Telegraph newspaper’s associate editor, “The loss of flagship councils of Wandsworth and Westminster
(with the lowest council tax in
England) is like losing your aircraft
carriers. Fortunately, there was no
landslide to Labour. But with the Sue
Gray report and more fixed penalty
notices looming on the horizon, this
summer will be make or break for
the PM.”
Soaring prices and the falling
value of wages, benefits and pensions were big issues. One survey
for the TUC union federation showed
over 70 percent said the cost of living
is the most important issue. And
almost nobody surveyed thought
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the government is doing enough to
help. Just 20 percent said it is doing
enough, 73 percent think it isn’t.
Among those who switched from the
Tories, the numbers are 12 percent
and 82 percent.
Local elections don’t change
much. Labour councils have generally imposed cuts with the same
vigour as Lib Dems or Tories. But
these results will further undermine
Johnson. They should be a spur to
more resistance against a corrupt
government that is widely hated and
is wrecking millions of people’s lives.
As the local election results came

through on Friday, supporters of
the Coventry bin strike—against a
Labour council—gathered outside a
depot which organises a scab workforce. These are the sort of “council battles” that will really make a
difference.
Such action, and such struggles,
are more important than any of the
results in these elections. Driving out
Johnson and the Tories will take more
strikes and mass demonstrations.
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The results should
be a spur to more
resistance against
a corrupt, hated
government
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Scottish Labour leader Anas Sarwar celebrates—but Labour only gained from Tory decline

No surge for any party in Scotland but
Tories fall, while Labour advances in Wales

Labour offers nothing
LABOUR DID much less well
outside London, particularly
in some parts of England.
Elections expert John
Curtice told the BBC that
Labour “did no more than
maintain its 2018 vote in
London, secure a small
increase in the South of
England, but was down
three points in the north of
England”.
In other words, in many
places, the number of votes
was worse than four years
ago when Jeremy Corbyn
was Labour leader.
One danger now is that
Starmer and his acolytes
think they have to be even
more right wing.
Yet the fact that Labour is
not surging ahead is a
damning verdict of Starmer.
Shifting sharply to the right
hasn’t enthused people. His
refusal to really confront the
Tories and his insipid

message didn’t work.
Greens made gains in
areas including South
Tyneside, Cumberland,
Oxford and Worcester. Their
advance shows people want
action over environmental
collapse, and they don’t see
Labour as the way forward.
But digging in and
campaigning for years to
elect a new left wing Labour
leader is a bad answer.
Labour lost the 2019
general election with Corbyn
as leader.
He was tied to a right wing
that undermined him and
demanded he compromise
at every turn—disastrously
signalling he would overturn
the Brexit referendum.
Labour’s real problem is
that for years it has failed to
defend working class people
against an onslaught on
their jobs and pay. It can’t be
relied on to do that now.

IN SCOTLAND Labour has
improved its showing in some
working class areas, although it
was coming from a low base.
Green successes show concern
for environmental questions.
They also show some proindependence supporters can shift
from the Scottish National Party
(SNP) if they see what looks like a
more radical alternative.
After all 32 councils had
released results, the BBC reported
that the Tories had seen a net loss
of 63 councillors.
The SNP was up 22, Labour up
20, the Lib Dems up 20 and the
Greens up 16.
Alex Salmond’s Alba party
continues its decline. It did not
win a single seat.
Its general secretary, Chris
McEleny, who defected from the
SNP last year, lost his Inverclyde
council seat, polling just 126
votes.
The Tories are also going
sharply backwards in Wales, losing
vast numbers of their seats.
Labour was the big winner and
did particularly well in Cardiff and

Monmouthshire.
Labour has regained control
of Blaenau Gwent council after
five years in which it has been
controlled by independents.
The former leader of the
council, independent Nigel
Daniels, was among those who
lost his seat. Both Labour and the
independents in Merthyr Tydfil
won 15 seats, meaning no one has
overall control of the authority.
After all the councils had
declared their results, the BBC
said the Tories were down 86
councillors overall, Labour up 66,
Lib Dems up ten and Greens up
eight.
Plaid Cymru was down six and
Alex Salmond’sup
Alba
party did miserably
independents
eight.

Warning from Salford as Nazis grab votes
IN GENERAL, far right and fascist
candidates did badly.
But fascist party Britain First
made a small breakthrough in
Salford, Greater Manchester. It
finished second in the Walkden
North ward with almost 22 percent
of the total vote.
Its candidate, Ashlea Simon has
accompanied the group in their
harassment of refugees temporarily
housed in hotels during the Covid
pandemic.
Local trade unionist Ameen Hadi
told Socialist Worker that Simon
attracted some votes due to “lots
of concerns over the cost of living,
austerity and Covid”.
He added, “It’s a simple
argument to blame refugees
and migrants for the poor living
conditions.
“We need to blame the people
at the top and the bosses, not each
other.”

Britain First combined anger at politicians with thinly disguised racism
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Unionism in
turmoil as
Sinn Fein
tops poll for
Assembly
by SIMON BASKETTER

SINN FEIN is the biggest party
in Northern Ireland after last
week’s Assembly elections. In
a statelet specifically set up by
Britain to stop nationalists having a majority, the nationalist
party got the most votes and
the most seats.
Sinn Fein gained the highest
number of first preference votes
with 29 percent and won 27 seats.
The party leader in the North,
Michelle O’Neill, claimed this was
an “election of a generation”.
She stands poised to be the first
minister, providing a government
can be formed.
In becoming the first nationalist
leader of Northern Ireland, she
would displace the representative
of the Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP).
Because the largest nationalist
party and the largest Unionist party
are guaranteed essentially equal
governing powers in Northern
Ireland, the distribution of first
and second places makes little real
difference.
Nevertheless, symbols matter a
lot in Northern Irish politics.
And there is a very real collapse
and fragmentation of Unionism that
has dominated the state since its
foundation.

Dire

The DUP’s vote share dropped 6.7
percent from 2017 to 21.3 percent.
After years of dire catastrophising
about evil, the DUP is reaping what
it has sown.
The party’s difficulties are
reflected by its own internal disarray—it is now on its third leader
since this time last year.
Many of the DUP’s votes were
lost to Jim Allister’s Traditional
Unionists Voice (TUV).
This hard-line Unionist party
increased its share of the vote by
5.1 percent to reach a total of 7.6
percent
DUP leader Jeffrey Donaldson
let the TUV dictate the ground on

which he fought the election.
Donaldson lurched further right
than his normal bigotry and tried to
make the Northern Ireland protocol
the central issue. He failed.
The DUP lost votes to TUV to its
right and to the Alliance Party from
supporters who didn’t like where
the party was heading.
North Antrim, the home of
the party and to generations of
the Paisley family saw only one
DUP member returned out of five
seats.
The TUV leader may yet be a
Nigel Farage like figure. He has not
translated his vote into seats, and
his moment has probably passed.
He will stay around to scare the
DUP, but not progress.
The former kingpins of Unionism
and nationalism, the Ulster Unionist
Party and the SDLP, each had a
nightmarish election.
Both look like spent forces. And
the SDLP didn’t get enough votes
to get a ministry in the compulsory
power sharing carve-up.

Chaos

The cost of living crisis and the
health system chaos resonated with
voters, for all the noise about the
protocol.
One poll showed three times as
many DUP voters placed health
issues at the top of their political
agenda as those who said Brexit
and the protocol were the key election concerns.
Gerry Carroll, the People Before
Profit MLA who was re-elected (see
right) pointed out the big parties
simply didn’t talk about the cost of
living crisis at the beginning of the
election campaign.
But some tacked back quicker
than others to the ground the voters
were on.
Sinn Fein and the DUP did complain about the cost of living crisis
by the end.
Both happily ignored the fact
that they were running the executive that saw it arrive.
The rules of the Good Friday
Agreement mean a nine month
stalemate is now possible.

WHAT
WHAT WE
WE THINK
THINK

KEIR STARMER SUFFERS
AFTER EMBRACING ELITES

Sinn Fein politicians and activists release their manifesto

Sinn Fein had victories, but
it doesn’t mean Irish unity
SINN FEIN is a long
way down its path to
respectability both in
the North and South.
It is putting a lot of
effort into showing
it is fit to run Irish
capitalism.
But Northern
Ireland is not hurtling
towards imminent
reunification with the
Republic.
The Good Friday
Agreement calls for
a border poll only if
it appears likely that
a majority of voters
within Northern

SINN FEIN politicians celebrate victory in the elections

The Democratic Unionist Party
refuses to return to Stormont
THE DEMOCRATIC Unionist
Party has said it won’t return to
government while the Northern
Ireland protocol is in place.
The ongoing and persistent
nature of the crisis at Stormont is
rooted in its creation. The Good
Friday peace settlement was not
designed to resolve issues, but to
manage them. However, Britain
makes things worse.
The Northern Ireland Protocol
was a last minute compromise to
get Brexit through.
It effectively created a trade
border down the Irish Sea. But
it allows free trade between
Northern Ireland and the Irish
Republic.
The protocol is an ideological
threat to Unionism and one it is
unable to deal with.
Unionists are pulled between
a determination to whip up
sectarianism to hold onto their
shaky political base and the need
to control the union.
They did badly at all of those at
the polls.
The Tories are now threatening
to take unilateral action to
override parts of the Northern

DUP party leader Sir Jeffrey Donaldson suffers at the vote count

Ireland Brexit deal “within
weeks.” They claim this is crucial
to restore power-sharing in the
province.
There was language in the
Queen’s Speech on Tuesday
about protecting the Good Friday
Agreement in its “entirety”. This
is an uncoded message that the
government wants to retain the
option to take “further steps”
if no agreement is reached on
amending the protocol.
It is essentially threatening
to do something but whether
it’s a bluff is unclear. The Tories
have hinted they might drop the

protocol, but it is a hard call for
them. It would put them into
serious conflict with the EU, who
repeatedly said no to changing it.
And to some extent it would
be a clash with the US in a period
when Johnson basks in his unity
in dumping arms with the US on
Ukraine.
The DUP needs a face-saving
minimum of checking goods
passing through Northern Ireland
to the Republic, enabling them
to say it has “removed the sea
border”. With the help of spin
and semantics, that’s probably
achievable—eventually.

Ireland would back
reunification with
Ireland. That is still
unclear.
While it is an allisland organisation
led from Dublin, Sinn
Fein’s image—if not
the reality—is distinct
north and south of the
border.
In the Republic,
it presents itself as a
left wing party. And
it sits with the left,
including Jean-Luc
Melenchon’s La France
Insoumise in the
European Parliament.

In the North it is a
party of government
under the Good Friday
Agreement’s powersharing arrangement.
In over 20 years in
office it has shown
no radicalism—
if anything the
opposite—and is
unlikely to start now.
Sinn Fein
downplayed
reunification of
Ireland during the
election campaign.
And the prospect
of a border poll is still
some distance off.

Revolutionary win in west Belfast
PEOPLE Before
Profit’s Gerry Carroll
held onto his seat in
Belfast West.
The party saw its
vote halved from the
2017 election, when
it ran two candidates
for the seat.
Across the
election its votes
were down a little,
as the DUP versus
Sinn Fein battle
dominated the vote.
Gerry Carroll’s
3,279 first
preference votes
were enough to
get elected after

Gerry Carroll

transfers. “Smaller
parties have been
squeezed across the
board,” Gerry said.
“In that context

for us to get
re-elected in West
Belfast, in an area
where Sinn Fein’s
vote surged, I think
is a tremendous
achievement for
ourselves, our
activists and for
everybody who voted
for us.
“Having a socialist
voice in Stormont
is going to be
incredibly important
to try and give some
left wing direction
to the discontent
that is being
expressed.”

H

AVING SPENT his
entire time as Labour
Party leader tailing the
Tories, Keir Starmer
suddenly wants to tell
us he’s different.
That’s what he said in a
statement on Monday, when he
promised to resign if police fine
him for gathering under lockdown
restrictions last year.
Starmer was filmed in April
last year drinking and eating with
others at an MP’s office while laws
forbid indoor gatherings.
That’s perhaps not on the same
scale as Boris Johnson’s crimes
who, along with other Tories,
partied while people died.
But the accusations have stuck
to Starmer because they feed on
the sense held—rightly—among
ordinary people that politicians
are all the same.
There’s one rule for them
and another for us—and “them”
includes Starmer.
Tellingly, Starmer had to take
that on directly. He complained
that the accusations were meant
“to get the public to believe that
all politicians are the same.”
“I’m here to say that they’re
not,” he said. It was a bid to
show he’s different from Johnson,

who’s been fined at least once for
breaking lockdown restrictions
after several Downing Street
parties.
Starmer’s big problem is that
everything he’s done shows he
won’t be different from Johnson
at all.
On his very first day as Labour
leader he pledged to have the
“courage” to support the Tory
government “in the national
interest”.
He has failed to put up a fight
against the anti-refugee and
anti-protest measures in the
Tories’ Borders and Nationality
and Police and Crime bills, or to
demand serious climate action.
Most damagingly of all, in the

‘‘

His strategy has
been proving that
Labour is a
respectable party
of business

T

But the cops and the state will use
them far more widely.
It’s time to revive the protests
against more powers and make
them much bigger than last time.
We know how the police act
whether they have formal powers
or not. Documents from the Spy
Cops inquiry released this week
showed MI5 told top cops to spy
on school students to monitor
their political activities.
These included anti-fascists
organising as part of School Kids
Against the Nazis (Skan), part of
the Anti Nazi League (ANL). MI5

Alliance gains from Unionists
THE ALLIANCE party
has gained from the
crisis in Unionism. It
took seats from the
Unionists and the
Greens and now has 17
seats.
It is an international
sister organisation of
the Liberal Democrats.
—which in itself
isn’t a compliment.
Alliance members align

themselves as “other”
in the sectarian division
of the Northern
Ireland parliament.
But they were formed
as a liberal version of
Unionism and hold
onto those roots.
They talk about
resolving Northern
Ireland’s issues
without being
sectarian. But they

hold that they are
Northern Ireland
issues rather than
Ireland’s.
Alliance politician
Naomi Long was the
justice minister in
the last Stormont
administration. She
oversaw and defended
police brutality against
Black Lives Matter
protesters.

face of a cost of living social
emergency and a Tory Party mired
in crisis, Starmer has been useless.
Over the cost of living, the
Labour Party only calls for minor
relief from some people’s energy
bills. And he tried desperately
to make the partygate scandal a
question of law and order.
His whole strategy has been
about proving his Labour is
a more respectable party of
business than the Tories.
As the local elections show, this
utterly failed to convince people
that Labour offered any real
alternative.
And now that strategy has
ended in farce—the only person
who resigns out of the Tory
party’s crisis could be the Labour
Party’s leader.
Media pundits and Starmer’s
supporters now debate whether
he’s being cunningly clever, or
fatally foolish. Either way, he’s
letting the Tories off the hook.
The focus of the partygate
scandal is no longer the Tories’
contempt for ordinary people, but
the games and machinations of
politicians in Westminster.
In that sense, politicians really
are all the same—and Labour is
no alternative.

STOP MORE POWERS FOR COPS
HE TORIES unveiled yet more
repressive measures in the
queen’s speech on Tuesday.
It’s an attempt to resurrect a set
of crackdown powers that didn’t
make it into the police bill that was
passed recently.
They include new offences to
stop protesters “locking on” to
infrastructure and an extension
of stop and search powers. It will
also become illegal to obstruct
transport projects.
It’s a direct threat to groups
such as Extinction Rebellion,
Insulate Britain and Just Stop Oil.

said it wanted information about
“pupils (14 or over) who are
active in subversive organisations
which are exploited for subversive
purposes”.
It also sought to spy on teachers
who, “are using their position for
subversive purposes”.
That didn’t stop the growth and
successes of Skan and the ANL.
Those in power hate militant
protests and campaigns that
challenge their rotten rule. The
best response is more protests,
more campaigning and more
resistance.
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Labour deserved to
lose Tower Hamlets
LABOUR’S DEFEAT in Tower Hamlets, east London, was
one of the biggest upsets at the local elections. It is a
response to Islamophobia, state racism and Labour’s
attacks on working class people.
Lutfur Rahman, standing for the Aspire party,
comprehensively defeated the sitting Labour mayor John
Biggs. Rahman was elected with 40,804 votes to Biggs’
33,487. And in the council elections, Aspire took control by
winning 24 seats to Labour’s 19. The Greens and Tories won
one each.
Rahman did not fight on a socialist platform. His manifesto
included an endorsement from former London mayor Ken
Livingstone and put forward what might be described as a
version of mildly left Labourism.
It called for building 1,000 council homes a year, vaguely
backed “green jobs” and pledged to “explore” extending free
school meals to all secondary school students.
But it also demanded tediously familiar action over crime
and anti-social behaviour that ends up as more powers for the
cops. In Rahman’s case it had the unusual element of a plan to
arrest a “dealer a day”.
Under Biggs the council has attacked workers’ rights and
made major cuts to key frontline services such as children’s
special needs provision, adult social care day centres, youth
provision.
It alienated Labour supporters with its policies and its
relentless hostility to left labour activists.
But the roots of this revolt go back much further. Rahman
was Labour leader of the council before standing and winning
for mayor as an independent in 2010.
Labour figures had used various Islamophobic slurs against
him and forced him out as their candidate. As mayor, Rahman
was an irritant to the government with his opposition to some
cuts and the academisation of schools.
He was re-elected as mayor in 2014. Almost immediately
the Tories sent in a “takeover squad” to run parts of the
authority. It came after a £1 million publicly-funded inspection
by accountants PricewaterhouseCooper into whether the
council was getting the “best value” for its spending.
Tory local government minister Eric Pickles seized on the
report. He said that “allegations of extremism, homophobia
and antisemitism” had been allowed to fester in Tower
Hamlets. This was based on nothing more than assaults by
right wing journalists.
In 2015 an election court removed Rahman after finding
him guilty of vote-rigging, buying votes and using “spiritual
influence”.
The judgement peddled the racist myth of passive Muslims
manipulated by their leaders. It said, “A distinction must be
made between a sophisticated, highly educated and politically
literate community and a community which is traditional,
respectful of authority and, possibly, not fully integrated with
the other communities living in the same area.”

Allegations

Despite all the very serious allegations, used to ban him from
office for five years, there was no criminal prosecution.
Tower Hamlets is one of the poorest areas in Britain. The
council’s own review last year said, “Poverty in Tower Hamlets
is nothing short of an emergency. On the eve of the pandemic,
in a typical classroom of thirty children, seventeen were living
below the poverty line. More than four in ten older people
were living in low-income households.”
In those conditions, Rahman speaks to many people who
feel abandoned in the face of relentless cuts and crushing
pressure on their pay, benefits and pensions. In particular,
he appeals to Muslims who feel battered by worsening state
racism on top of the other class assaults.
Without any evidence, racist Nigel Farage reflected foul
stereotypes of Muslim cheats by tweeting, “Lutfur Rahman
being re-elected in Tower Hamlets tells us why we need
political reform. End postal voting now.”
Socialist Worker welcomes Rahman’s win. But, just as when
Labour left wingers head a council, there can be no let up in
the fight against cuts and racism. A test in the coming months
will be how Aspire responds to reactionary pressure to attack
LGBT+ education. It’s good Biggs has gone, but prepare now
to confront Aspire and Rahman if they let down the people
who voted for them.

Mass mobilisations block
Edinburgh detention raid
It was a powerful
example of how to
defy the new Tory
laws and confront
state racism
HUNDREDS OF antiracists mobilised last
Thursday evening in
Edinburgh to stop a Home
Office detention operation that could have led
to deportations.
Over 200 students and
other activists gathered after
officials launched a raid to
grab two people in the city’s
Nicolson Square.
Protesters blocked Home
Office vans with large bins as
some clambered on top of the
roof shouting, “No justice, no
peace.”
They said they would allow
immigration officers to leave if
they did not take any detainees with them.
Police then had to rescue
the Home Office officials—
who le ft wi th nobod y
detained.
The crowd chanted “shame
on you” as Home Office
enforcement officers were
forced to flee Nicolson Sqaure,
after a prolonged stand off
with protesters.

Community

Keith, a socialist and Stand
Up To Racism activist, told
Socialist Worker from the
scene, “People came together
to say refugees and migrants
are welcome, that they are
part of our community, and
we won’t let them be targeted.
“We are determined to stop
deportations.
“This is the way to confront
new Tory laws. Defiance and
mass mobilisation can defend

SOME 200 people thwarted the raid

people. There’s a great sense
of jubilation that we have
stood up to the authorities.
We are not powerless.”
Stand Up To Racism
Scotland said, “We anti-racists
are the majority.
Priti Patel take note—wherever the Home Office goes, it
will face resistance. These are
our neighbours, let them go.”
The Edinburgh Anti-Raids
group that called for the mass
defiance said, “The Home
Office staff left with no one
detained, all that’s left is
empty vans.
“Thank you everyone for
helping this happen. It is a big,
big win.
Well done everyone on
a huge victory yesterday.
We turned out to protect
our neighbours and sent the
home office away in shame.

Everbody who turned out,
mobilised pals and kept info
flowing succesffully stopped
the raid,” it said.
The Home Office claimed
the crowd’s actions were
“unacceptable” and claimed
“to suggest that protesters had
an impact on the outcome is
wrong”.
This victory comes a year on
from similar successful action
in Kenmure Street, Glasgow,
which stopped the deportation
of Sumit Sehdev and Lakhvir
Singh.
Solidarity on the streets of
Edinburgh is further evidence
of how urgent action can stop
the Home Office in its tracks.

Solidarity works
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Anti-facists oppose Nazi Robinson in Telford
AROUND 400 fascists
and racists mobilised in
Telford, Shropshire, on
Saturday in an attempt
to revive the movement
around fascist Tommy
Robinson.
The turnout was
only about half of what
Robinson drew in January.
At one point fighting broke
out between sections of his
supporters and the fascist
party Patriotic Alternative.
Robinson is trying
to build his movement
by cynically exploiting
horrific local child sexual
abuse scandals.
Around 300 anti-fascists

Hundreds rallied

organised by Stand Up
To Racism, Unite Against
Fascism and Shropshire
and Telford Trades Union
Council assembled to
oppose him. They united
under the banner, “Stop
Fascist Tommy Robinson,
Justice for the Victims.”
Student Adam Hollins
told Socialist Worker that
he built the demonstration
by “leafleting in town
centres and outside
mosques.
“The majority of people
I’ve talked with while
leafleting in Telford
have been very positive
towards our cause,” he

said. “Robinson uses the
narrative of supporting
sexual abuse victims—
which we know to be
false—to try and radicalise
those who are undecided
towards his position.”
Robinson’s supporters
assembled in a car park
and a Beefeater restaurant.
They chanted Robinson’s
name as they held a short
march flanked by cops.
He was previously
smashed by anti-fascist
resistance.
But the fight isn’t over
and fascists will continue
to benefit from a time of
crisis.
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Tories inflict hunger on
millions of the poorest
BENEFITS

by SARAH BATES

A WAVE of hunger is sweeping
across Britain, causing millions
of people to be unable to eat
every day.
Research by The Food Foundation
charity show a startling rise in food
insecurity in just three months.
In April, some 12.8 percent
of households—encompassing
6.8 million adults—couldn’t afford
to eat at every meal time, or were
eating smaller portions.
The triple crises of rising food
prices, soaring energy bills and
below-inflation benefit rates
threaten the health of the poorest
in society.
And it’s happen at a startling
rate—in just three months, there’s
been a 57 percent jump in the proportion of households cutting back
on food.
The charity called on the government to increase benefits in line
with inflation, make healthy good
more affordable, and to expand free
school meals.
Anne Taylor, The Food
Foundation executive director,
said the research “points to a catastrophic situation for families”.
“The situation is rapidly turning
from an economic crisis to a health
crisis. Food banks cannot possibly
be expected to solve this,” she said.
“The government needs to realise
the boat is sinking for many families
and it needs to be fixed.”
This is just the beginning of
the latest brutal phase of the cost
of living crisis. Last month’s bill
rises, which are driven by the greed
of energy fat cats, hadn’t even
fully taken effect when the Food
Foundation data was collected.

Power

We need resistance. In Maryhill,
a suburb of Glasgow, residents
organised a protest against energy
bills outside their local power station.
Residents gathered outside SSE’s
Wyndford district heating plant on
Monday last week to demand the
firm reduce energy costs.
They were told that when the
plant was built in 2011 it would
slash costs, yet bills have recently
soared by 50 percent.
Energy produced by the plant is
sold to the National Grid and the
hot water left over in the process is
piped into the 1,800 homes on the
nearby estate.
Resident Nick Durie said,
“People’s incomes are really
stretched and there was already
a problem of poverty here.
They really shouldn’t be raising
prices, especially since they have
no costs for providing our heating.”

Thousands
lose much
needed funds
HUNDREDS OF thousands of
poor people are set to lose
money as the Tories this month
start moving them from “legacy”
benefits on to Universal Credit
(UC).
Up to 2.6 million people will
be forced into the “managed
migration” process that will
mostly hit people on Tax Credits
and Employment Support
Allowance.
They will be told that their
old benefits are ending and that
they should now start a new
claim for the notoriously chaotic
UC benefit instead.
Department of Work and
Pensions officials say that 55
percent of people will be better
off as a result. But more than a
third will be worse off.
And, because it takes at least
five weeks between making a
new UC claim and receiving your
first payment, the move will hit
desperate people hard.

Decided

FOODBANKS CAN’T bridge the gap caused by the crisis

There is a mood, expressed in
Maryhill but also seen elsewhere, to
resist the endless profiteering from
the energy fat cats and the system
they represent.
Every opportunity to take the
fight to the Tories and ramp up
pressure on the government to act
must be grasped with both hands.
Workers and students should
join the many thousands who are
set to march over the cost of living
in London on 18 June. The demonstration is called by the TUC union
federation.
It could be a roar of defiance
against Tory brutality. And it must
be a launchpad for the strikes and
further mass demonstrations we
need.
We Demand Better demonstration, Sat
18 June, assemble 10.30am, Portland
Place, London, march leaves 12 noon,
rally 1pm, Parliament Square. Details
and transport at bit.ly/TUC1806

Queen’s speech offers misery
THE QUEEN’S Speech on
Tuesday was set to be an
opportunity for Boris Johnson’s
government to unleash another
wave of attacks. And Johnson
will be looking for ways to
re-assert his premiership
after last week’s devastating
local election losses.
The Schools Bill is set to
push for schools to join multiacademy trusts, and change
how funding is allocated. The
Ofsted inspection regime is also
set to be given more powers.
In a British Bill of Rights the
government wants to make it
easier to deport migrants with
convictions. Other legislation

will allow British judges to ignore
rulings from the European
court of human rights.
And the Tories are also set
to push through their ban on
conversion therapy, but
this won’t apply to trans
people.
But what’s really striking
is what’s missing.
There is no effective action
on the climate emergency
or any fundamental
changes to deal with soaring
poverty and hardship.
There is nothing on workers’
rights or to tackle sexism and
racism. This is predictable,
but still an outrage.
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The Tories this year decided that
UC would rise by just 3.1 percent,
despite inflation being almost
three times that amount.
Florin Constantin from
Bradford, West Yorkshire, is
struggling to pay his bills while
getting by on UC payments of
£600 a month.
An engineer, Constantin
caught Covid in 2020 and has
since struggled with heart and
lung problems.
He says he now has to borrow
money from friends to get
by.
“I have to borrow money
every month from family and
friends. I am in a lot of debt,
maybe £6,000 to £7,000. I am
not working. I am trying to find
something,” he said.
Despite his failing health, and
a letter from his GP saying he is
unfit for work, Constantin says
his local job centre has been
pressurising him to try harder to
get a job.
Existing problems will surely
get worse as additional benefits
are all transferred.
All of which begs a question.
Why won’t Labour commit to
scrapping it?
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INTERNATIONAL

IN BRIEF
Trial highlights
Rwanda crimes
THE TRIAL of Laurent
Bucyibaruta for “complicity in
crimes against humanity” during
the Rwandan genocide of 1994
began in France this week.
He is accused of presiding
over the killing of at least 20,000
people in massacres in the
town of Murambi and tens of
thousands of other killings in
Cyanika and Kaduha.
The trial, set to continue until
mid-July, ought also to reveal the
extent of French complicity in the
slaughter.
It was only due to French
military intervention that
Bucyibaruta and similar figures
were able to flee Rwanda.
French soldiers camped in the
Murambi technical school and
are said to have played volleyball
right next to one of the mass
graves from the April massacre.
They are also accused of
having raped Tutsi survivors.

Fury at Turkish
court sentence
PROTESTERS IN Britain
demonstrated outside the
Turkish embassy on Saturday
over the vicious sentences
imposed on people involved in
the Gezi park revolt in 2013.
Turkey recently sentenced
civil rights activist Osman Kavala
to life in prison for “attempting to
overthrow the government”.
The court also sentenced
seven other defendants to
18 years in prison on similar
charges.
The Gezi protests began over
a plan to turn a small park in
central Istanbul into a shopping
centre. They became nationwide
anti-government revolts.
When judges handed down
the verdicts, thousands of people
protested in Turkey against the
outrageous verdicts chanting
“Freedom for prisoners”.

Britain moves on
BVI tax haven
HUNDREDS OF people have
protested in the British Virgin
Islands (BVI), in the Caribbean,
after Britain announced plans
to take the island under greater
direct rule.
A new report recommends
that the BVI government stop
existing for at least two years.
Protesters marched on the
residence of Governor John
Rankin and chanted, “People
united will never be divided.”
Protester Bishop John Cline
said, “We cannot sit back and
accept this atrocity. We cannot
sit by and let this happen.
“We live in a democracy, we
do not want the Constitution
suspended for six months, much
less two years, we do not want it
suspended at all.”

Prime minister goes in
Sri Lanka as strikes grow
AMID MASS protests and general strikes, the hated prime
minister of Sri Lanka, Mahinda
Rajapaksa, has resigned.
Protesters set fire to his house
and those of many of his MPs and
political allies in a night of militant
unrest on Monday.
There was fierce fighting
between protesters and the police.
At least five people have died and
dozens more are injured.
One MP died after a clash
with demonstrators in the town
of Nittambuwa near the capital,
Colombo.
In response the government has
enforced a state of emergency as
the protesters’ frustrations grow.
It unleashed thousands of troops
to enforce a nationwide curfew and
to protect the r emaining politicians.
Protests have raged for months
against the current regime and an
ongoing economic crisis.
People are furious at the
m ismanagement and corruption
of the country’s ruling party that
has lived in luxury as working class
people suffer soaring prices and
power outages.

Despised

Rajapaksa’s resignation is a move
to try and calm the demonstrations.
But those on the streets won’t be
satisfied until his despised brother
Gotabaya Rajapaksa is thrown from
his presidential position.
A general strike brought Sri
Lanka to a standstill last Friday.
Businesses ground to a halt, and
shops and factories had to be shut
as workers downed tools.
Public transport didn’t run as
train and bus workers joined the
strike. Health workers also joined.
The postal union called all of
its members across the island out,
and teachers on strike closed the

PROTESTERS AND striking workers confront troops in Colombo, Sri Lanka 

schools. Trade union leader Ravi
Kumudesh said, “We can pinpoint
the policy blunders of the president
that led to this very sorry state of
our economy. He must go.
“Friday’s one day action is to tell
the president that he should step
down along with the government.
“If our pleas are not heeded we
will go into continuous strike action
from May 11 until the government
resigned.”
Hundreds of students continue
to block streets and camp on the
main road to the parliament in the
country’s capital, Colombo. They
hung their underwear from the

barricades they had constructed
in an insult to the president and
chanted, “Gota, go home.”
Students say they will occupy the
streets until Gotabaya Rajapaksa
steps down.
But as workers’ involvement in
the protests increases, so does the
state aggression.
Gotabaya Rajapaksa declared a
state of emergency for the second
time in just over a month and
introduced new laws that would
give the state more powers to crush
dissent.
These laws give the police powers
to arrest suspects for long periods

Picture:Alamy

without any judicial supervision.
Relentless protests and strikes
have meant that a central figure
in the government has been forced
to step down. But getting rid of
just one corrupt leader won’t be
enough.
The Sri Lankan people must
stay on the streets to win not just a
reshuffle of mainstream parties, but
a total transformation of economic
and political life.
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Israel clamps down hard on Palestinian resistance
by NICK CLARK

ISRAEL HAS tightened the noose
on Palestinians, with raids,
shutdowns and threats after a
surge of resistance.
Israeli occupation forces
barred Palestinians from
leaving the militarily-occupied
West Bank and Gaza over the
weekend. The move was the
latest example of how Israel is
an apartheid state.
While the move trapped
Palestinians inside the West
Bank, Israel kept open separate
border crossings that its citizens
use to access settlements
seamlessly.
Israel later reopened the
West Bank, but kept the border
from Gaza closed to the few

Israeli border forces search Palestinians in Hebron, West Bank

Palestinian labourers there who
have permits to leave.
It showed that, while Israel
says the Palestinian Authority
is responsible for the West
Bank and Gaza, the reality is
that Palestinians live under the
thumb of its military control.

The shutdown came after
Palestinians resisted Israeli
incursions into the Al-Aqsa
mosque, in the east of the
Palestinian city, Jerusalem.
Many other Palestinians are
determined to resist the brutality.
Israel wants to push Palestinians

out of east Jerusalem.
And prime minister Naftali
Bennett said only Israel had the
right to make decisions about
access to the site of the mosque.
He is trying to shore up the
right of his fragile government
coalition.
Palestinian protesters have
defended the mosque from
incursions in recent weeks,
while a handful—living in
the pressure cooker of Israeli
rule—have carried out stabbing
attacks. Israel has killed at least
27 Palestinians since mid-March
in raids aimed at stamping out
resistance.
Join the National Demonstration, End
Apartheid, Free Palestine. Assemble
12 Noon Portland Place, by the BBC,
London. bit.ly/3slWAeO
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Just a
thought...

Fight for
abortion
rights

Laura Mckinnon
Glasgow

We need more
like Chep UK
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THERE WAS a brilliant
protest in defence of
abortion rights in George
Square, Glasgow, on
Tuesday last week. It was
full of anger and energy
from local activists.
The protest was called as
an instant response to the
Roe v Wade laws potentially
being rolled back in the US.
We known that women
there are already facing
deep repression from the
state assaulting their right
to abortion.
This has meant
backstreet, unsafe,
expensive abortions where
women put their lives at
risk.
Women have also had to
try and cross state borders
to access abortion and face
heavy fines if they are
caught.
This isn’t an issue for the
rich who can pay and to
some extent get round the
laws.
This is part of a
continued attack on
working class people and
we have to resist it.
The protest was called by
Glasgow based feminist
group Fanny Riot.
They call for an end to
attacks on abortions and an
end to systemic sexism and
oppression of all genders.
Glasgow University
Socialist Worker Student
Society went down to
support the protest and be
part of the resistance.
We want to help to
increase actions like these,
because we had to fight for
our right to abortion in the
first place.
Now we have to fight
whether it is in the US or
anywhere else in the world
to keep it.

New health act lets private
firms into key NHS positions
THE HEALTH and Care Act recently
received its Royal Assent. It means
a massive transformation of the
NHS is taking place, sometimes
without any public consultation
and with almost no political
challenge.
The English NHS has been
broken up into 42 regions each
covered by an Integrated Care
System.
This is supposed to mean more
coordinated working between
local government, social care
services, hospitals and GP
practices. In reality it will increase
the power of private companies.
These firms will be able to sit on
local NHS boards and committees,
and play an important role in
developing the new health

systems. These companies have
never been allowed on NHS boards
before.
This is deliberately breaking up
the NHS and facilitating the spread
of parasitic private interests.
The Act allows the Secretary of
State to determine local changes
including hospital closures,
thwarting public consultation, and
weakening the say local
authorities and councillors have
on NHS plans.
The changes aren’t designed to
solve workforce problems or give
the NHS the budget it needs to
tackle the pandemic backlog and
recover from years of underfunding.
The NHS is visibly struggling,
with over 6 million patients now
waiting for treatment and cancer

targets routinely missed. Waits of
12 hours or more in A&E are
common.
North East London Save Our
NHS has discovered that the
constitution for the new
arrangement is not going to be
subject to proper consultation.
We are calling on North East
London Health and Care
Partnership to consult about their
planned constitution.
We want to see a commitment
to having no private companies,
which have conflicts of interest,
represented.
This is going to be vital to
protecting the interests of patients
and the local community.

Janet Rowlinson
North London

How the rail strikers
Now government lets bosses keep tips
boosted a May Day rally
THE RECENT May Day
rally in Brighton was
galvanised when striking
train cleaners, members of
the RMT union, marched to
it from the station.
Their leading rep, Bella,
was cheered to the echo
when she said they wouldn’t
go back until they had won
their claim for £15 an hour,
sick pay and holiday pay.
Brighton Hove and
District trades council
organised the event which
included speakers from the
GMB and UCU which had

been, or still are, locked in
struggle with their bosses.
The focus of the rally was
the cost of living crisis, and
the message to the
government was, “We can’t
pay, we won’t pay”.
Other speakers included
Stand up to Racism’s
Michael Abatan, brother of
Jay Abatan, killed by racists
20 years ago. He spoke
movingly of the struggle to
bring his brother’s killers to
justice.

Steve Guy
Brighton

IT’S DISGRACEFUL that
the government last week
shelved plans to make
sure that workers keep
their tips.
This is what they first
promised six years ago
and they’ve done nothing.
Business minister Paul
Scully announced in
September that the
government would take
action to make it illegal
for employers to withhold
tips from workers.
But government insiders
said that the plan had
been dropped from the
Queen’s Speech that was

due this week. Every
rotten employer will be
celebrating.
They will now still be
able to cream off a share
of the tips rather than
passing them on to the
people who actually do
the work and provide the
service.

Where do the tips go?

Scully had claimed
originally that his scheme
would help 2 million
workers.
Well, if these rumours
are true then he’s just
robbed 2 million workers
of what they were due.
I don’t trust any boss to
share out the cash among
the workforce. It will be
siphoned off to
management. It’s even
worse than it used to be
because 80 percent of
tipping is now on cards
and invisible to workers.

Carole Atkinson
Manchester
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IT WAS great to read
about the victory by
workers at Chep UK
after their long strike
battle (Socialist Worker,
4 May).
Everyone who
supported them on the
picket line or sent a
donation can feel proud
that they were part of
the battle that should
inspire lots more fights.
The cost of living
crisis becomes deeper
by the day.
It won’t be solved by
voting for Labour but
only by real struggles
like the one at Chep.
The strikers should
get out around Britain
taking out the message
of resistance.
Joe Hegarty
Liverpool

Who should
be deported?
THE TORIES’ supposed
aim in deporting asylum
seekers to Rwanda is
to “break the people
smugglers business
model”.
Shouldn’t they be
deporting some cabinet
members and City
bankers to break the
cocaine smugglers’
business model?
Andy Pettit
Coventry

Starmer is a
party despot
WHAT A despot
Keir Starmer is in
threatening MPs who
may be critical of Nato.
Doesn’t he think
he should consult the
whole membership?
What makes him think
that his personal views
must be imposed on the
whole Labour Party?
He is the wrong
leader for the party.
Jasmine Greenwood
On Facebook

Britain close
to fascism?
ARGUABLY we have
a proto-fascist
government in Britain.
Free speech and the
right of assembly
and protest are being
removed right now.
Trade unions are
passive and cautious.
The Labour Party is
not contesting the most
dreadful reactionary
legislation.
The left is divided
and sectarian and
steadfastly ignoring the
need to unite.
Philip Foxe
On Facebook
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Abortion rights under threat in US

Resistance
already
preparing

THE
BATTLE
OVER OUR
BODIES
by SARAH BATES

ABORTION RIGHTS in the United States
are teetering on a knife edge. If the Roe
v Wade judgement is effectively over‑
turned by the courts, which could be as
early as this summer, it will be a devas‑
tating blow.
Such a move would both make
getting abortions more difficult, and it
will play a wider role in emboldening
all r eactionaries who want to see women
return to the home.
L e aks l as t w eek s h o w ed t h e
conservative majority on the Supreme
Court is moving towards stopping the
federal ruling and allowing each state
to make its own decision.
It would be immediately disastrous
for women. Some 13 states have “trigger
bans” in place, ready to spring into
action the moment Roe is overturned.
On the Supreme Court steps last
week, abortion activists repeated the
chant, “Democrats do something.”
That’s a cry of frustrated anger at
the party’s failure to throw itself into
defending women’s rights—and against
its continuing attempts to appease
anti‑abortion forces.
Instead of seeking to mobilise the
maximum number of people, presi‑
dent Biden suggests the anger at the
Supreme Court be turned into votes at
in Novembers mid-term elections.
“We will need more p
 ro-choice
senators and a pro-choice majority in the
House to adopt legislation that codifies
Roe,” he said after the leak. “Which I will
work to pass and sign into law.”
But how is it possible to trust what
Biden says when from within his party
right wing Democrats stand in the way
of the Women’s Health Protection Act,

BACKSTORY

Leaks from the US Supreme Court
last week said a move to strike out
the Roe v Wade abortion ruling was
imminent
l Roe v Wade is a 1973 legal
decision that gives US women
some abortion rights
lThe decision struck down many
US federal laws and state abortion
laws and protects women’s right to
have an abortion ‘without excessive
government restriction’
lFormer president Donald Trump
packed the Supreme Court with
judges known to be anti-abortion to
overturn it
lIf the judges go through with
their threat, some 26 US states are
expected to ban abortions
lRecent polls shows that up to
69 percent of people in the US are
opposed to overturning Roe v Wade

which gives some abortion rights?
Frontline abortion care workers are
furious at the level of opposition to the
onslaught of attacks.
Crystal, an abortion care worker in
Pennsylvania, said, “The Democratic
Party has not had any 
s ubstantial
response to the recent attacks on Roe.
“Their 
statements and brief
d enouncements of these egregious
abortion bans and restrictions have
been toothless and weak, hardly even
m entioning abortion services the

majority of the time.”
Yet despite Democrat inaction amid
decades of attacks on Roe v Wade, top
reproductive rights organisations still
pour tens of millions of dollars into the

party. As recently as 2008, presidential
Democrat nominee Hillary Clinton was
throwing around the phrase “safe, legal
and rare” when describing her position
on abortion.
“And by rare, I mean rare”, she added
for emphasis.
Although the Democrats have now
dropped the “safe, legal and rare”
slogan, the same uselessness on abor‑
tion rights has continued during Biden’s
leadership. Until the leak last Tuesday,
the president never said the word
“abortion” while in office.
Despite the failings of those at the top
to launch effective opposition to attacks,
there is a clear pro-choice majority in the
US. A survey by polling company Gallup
in June 2021 found that 58 percent of
people were opposed to overturning
Roe v Wade and some 32 percent were
in favour.

Counterweight

Biden and his regime poised themselves
as the counterweight to Donald Trump’s
carnival of reaction. But it’s more fruitful
to look at how abortion rights were won
in the first place.
It’s not a coincidence that the
extension of abortion rights in 1973
came from a broader political movement
battling for women’s rights.
Access to abortion rights was one
of the central planks of the women’s
liberation movement, which swept
across the US, Britain and other coun‑
tries in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Activists in the women’s liberation
and labour movement provided both
practical abortion support alongside
campaigning for legislative change.
For some, this meant helping women
with places to stay during their abor‑
tions and financing travel and medical
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care (see right). Three years before Roe
v Wade, one of the most significant
actions for women’s rights, some 50,000
people took to the streets of New York
to mark the Women’s Strike for Equality.
Organised by the National
Organisation for Women, it demanded
equal work opportunities, childcare and
free abortion on demand.

Inauguration
Democrat nominee
Hillary Clinton (above)
said abortion should
be ‘rare’. Former
president Donald
Trump (below) packed
with Supreme Court
with anti-abortion
judges

In recent history, the Woman’s Marches
showed that it is still possible to mobi‑
lise large numbers of people out on the
streets against sexism.
Some 5 million people marched
against Trump’s inauguration in January
2017, and defending reproductive rights
was a central theme.
The battle to defend Roe v Wade will
have to be fought on many fronts.
Socialists should support efforts to
stop it legally and legislatively because
whether Roe exists in law has a material
impact on women’s lives.
And the best way to do this is to
mobilise the broadest possible social
forces.
This means more action from eve‑
ryone—men and women—like the
groundswell of fury that created these
rights in the first place.
Several abortion rights organisations
have called for d
 emonstrations next
Saturday across the US. These protests
must be as big as possible.
To protect abortion rights activists
must look beyond the limitations of the
Democrats, who will offer women little.
And ultimately, to get abortion that is
genuinely on demand, we must cast
away this sexist system.

Horror of back street abortions still haunts
RENEE CHELIAN was blindfolded
and taken to a dirty warehouse full
of other women.
At just 15 years old, Renee
was unlucky enough to have an
unwanted pregnancy in the years
before Roe v Wade came into effect.
“They gave me something to put
me to sleep.
“When I woke up, my father and
the person who did my abortion
explained to me that I was a little
further along than they thought
and that they couldn’t finish the
abortion, that it was going to happen
at home.”
“What I know now is they packed
my uterus with gauze in hopes that
I would go into labour and pass the
pregnancy at home.”
But that didn’t happen, and
increasingly desperate, Renee made
a second appointment in another
second warehouse.
“This time, I think they ruptured
the membranes or amniotic sac and
repacked my uterus with gauze.
“They were certain I was going to
go into labour this time. And within
24 to 48 hours, I started having
contractions.”
Renee’s mother closed all the
windows at home in case neighbours
heard screams, and her younger
siblings were sent out for the day.
When she finally passed the foetus
into the toilet, the abortionist told
the family they would be charged “a
couple of hundred dollars more to
come and pick up the foetus”.
It doesn’t sound like it, but Renee

The coat hanger is a
harrowing symbol of
the methods women
were forced to use
when safe abortions
were banned (left)
Carol Downer (below),
a pioneer of the home
abortion movement,
helped develop
equipment that helped
women terminate
pregnancies in the era
before Roe v Wade

was one of the relatively lucky
ones—she survived. There were
many women like Renee, although
it’s hard to know exactly how many.
Research published by doctors in
1969 estimated that 200,000 to 1
million illegal abortions took place
each year.
These “backstreet” abortions
were horrendously dangerous for
women—by 1965, they accounted
for nearly a fifth of maternal deaths.
For those that escaped death, they
risked lifelong injury and trauma.
The methods were brutal.
At home, women internally
flushed themselves with bleach.
Going to a backstreet abortionist
might mean a wire coat hanger was

used to scrape the uterine walls.
Other methods meant the contents
of a woman’s uterus were sucked out
through a combination of tubes and
syringes.
Renee, who went on to found her
own abortion clinics, said, “We’re
going to have to work very hard,
but I’m very very optimistic about
winning.”
“What worries me is that women
will face exactly what I faced,” she
said.
“There will be illegal abortion
shops set up again.
“While some people may feel that
they’re going to be able to get pills
online or through friends, it’s going
to be more and more difficult.”

TO COMBAT the expected ban,
activists across the US are
forming their own underground
abortion networks.
Some of these are already
springing into action in states
where restrictions make it
impossible to get an abortion.
It’s already hard enough
to access abortion in the US.
Research by the Guttermacher
Institute shows that some 89
percent of US counties don’t have
a clinic that offers abortions.
And repressive restrictions
make abortion impossible for
poor women as it stands.
It’s expensive, and the
longstanding Hyde Amendment
means poor women can’t access
federal funds to pay for it.
Some women face travelling
many thousands of miles several
times to get an abortion.
Angela is part of the Abortion
Delivered organisation that was
making a bulletproof mobile
abortion van to deliver services
alongside the Texas border.
“They are small and
inconspicuous,” she said. “Part
of the appeal of it is that we can
pass unnoticed and not draw
attention.”
“We will just be driving up
and down the borders,” she said.
“With four fleets, we think we
could cover them.”

Horrors

Texas is due to form just one part
of a vast “abortion desert” over
much of the Midwest and South
of the US.
The horrors of self-induced
abortions are underlined in the
depths women are forced to
plunge into today.
Other activists are preparing
for more restrictions by scouring
aquarium shops and chemistry
labs. They’re looking for tubes
and valves to construct a Del
Em, a device that uses manual
vacuum aspiration.
Designed by feminist activists
Lorraine Rothman and Carol
Downer, it was used for several
years before Roe v Wade. The
addition of an extra valve
improved earlier suction abortion
techniques as it pre-vented air
bubbles from entering the woman.
Speaking in 1989, Rothman
echoes what many women must
be feeling today.
“If we don’t get cooperation
from our society to help us and
provide for what is rightfully ours,
we are forced to take matters
into our own hands.
“Because women will continue
to get pregnant when they don’t
want to in our society. And we
have no other choice but to
protect ourselves. That’s the way
it’s always been.”
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR

These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

Socialist Workers Party meetings

INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.
We are for an end to all forms
of discrimination against lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
people.
We oppose discrimination
against disabled people including
those who experience mental
distress.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and
file movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16 or
go to www.swp.org.uk or
phone 020 7840 5602

WE FORK out for energy companies’ profits

The cost of living crisis—how
can we make the bosses pay?

NORTH EAST SCOTLAND
Wed 18 May,
7.30pm
894-2628-7708

BIRMINGHAM

Can technology save us
from climate catastrophe?
Wed 18 May, 7pm
281-634-5938
BLACK COUNTRY, SHROPSHIRE
& STAFFORDSHIRE

SHEFFIELD AND
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
Thu 19 May, 7pm
528-174-9278

CHESTERFIELD

From The First World War
to Vietnam—how people
power ended wars
Wed 18 May, 6.30pm
290-168-1804

COVENTRY

KENT

After the French election—
is fascism back?
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
823-945-1917

BRADFORD

DEVON & CORNWALL

BRIGHTON & HOVE

Boris Johnson—is the
piglet out of grease?
Thu 19 May, 6.30pm
818-9286-5617
CAMBRIDGE

From porn in Parliament
to spiking—why does
sexism run so deep?
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
630-181-4857
CARDIFF

Ending apartheid—how
can Palestine be free?
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
Mackintosh Residents
Community Centre,
Keppoch St,
CF24 3JW
630-181-4857

HUDDERSFIELD

Was Russia ever socialist?
Thu 19 May, 7pm
Assembly Rooms, 13/14
Chesterfield Rd, S40 1AR
828-532-8731

Marxism and religion
Wed 18 May,
7.30pm
914-9548-1031

From The First World War
to Vietnam—how people
power ended wars
Thu 19 May, 7pm
885-9187-7552

WALTHAM FOREST
Wed 11 May, 7.30pm
William Morris Centre,
E17 6QQ 543-023-057

Rising energy costs—why
nuclear isn’t the answer
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
895-2934-4614
EAST MIDLANDS

Illustrated talk on the
Paris Commune
Wed 18 May, 7pm
354-874-4790
EDINBURGH

Roe v Wade—the fight for
abortions rights in the US
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
868-9106-9359
HARLOW

Rising energy costs—why
nuclear isn’t the answer
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
832-8746-7480
HOME COUNTIES

Nationality and Borders
Act—the case against
immigration controls
Thu 19 May, 6.30pm
8341-170-103

Nationality and Borders
Act—the case against
immigration controls
Thu 19 May, 8.15pm
434-623-8064
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE

Can Marx’s ideas explain
the global crisis?
Thu 19 May, 7pm
Friends Meeting House, 23
Meeting House Ln,
LA1 1TX
992-204-9372
LEEDS

Imperialism and the
war in Ukraine
Thu 19 May, 7pm
The Swarthmore
Education Centre,
2-7 Woodhouse Square,
LS3 1AD
881-4770-0676
LONDON: HACKNEY

Marxism—moral panic and
the war on trans people
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
Halkevi Community Centre,
31-33, Dalston Lane,
E8 3DF
854-8245-8715

The Socialist Workers Party continues to hold mostly online meetings during
the pandemic. This ensures that there can still be collective and safe discussion,
organising and actions. Occasionally branches will hold in-person meetings with
precautions taken for a safe environment.
Most of the meetings will be held using the Zoom system. Download the Zoom
app onto your phone or computer and just before the time given for your local
meeting ask to “Join a meeting”.
 ou can then enter the number printed on this page for the appropriate
Y
meeting. The password for all meetings is 967537.
Make sure you look at the SWP Facebook page
facebook.com/SocialistWorkersParty for news of national online meetings
and other updates.
LONDON: HARINGEY

Politics of the mind—
Marxism & mental distress
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
4593-881-576
LONDON: ISLINGTON

The US and China—
imperialism and the
shifting balance of power
Thu 19 May, 7pm
874-012-7970
LONDON: NEWHAM

After child Q—why the
police can’t be reformed
Wed 18 May, 7pm
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove,
E15 1HP
288-098-8827
LONDON: SOUTH

Dear England—nationalism
and patriotism in sport
Wed 18 May, 7pm
Karibu Centre,
7 Gresham Rd,
SW9 7PH
497-196-1801
LONDON: SOUTH EAST

What is Islamophobia
and how can we fight it?
Thu 19 May, 7pm
529-913-6390

LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Palestine—the case
for revolution
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
818-391-0420

LONDON:WALTHAM FOREST

What did the Russian
revolution say about
national freedom?
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
William Morris Community
Centre, E17 6QQ
543-023-057
LONDON:WEST & NORTH WEST

How can Palestine be free?
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
Bay20 Community Centre,
71 St Marks Rd,W10 6JG
630-181-4857
MANCHESTER

The fight to defend
abortion rights
Wed 18 May, 7pm
323-178-7151
NEWCASTLE

The devastation of
Ukraine—Nato, Russia
and imperialism
Wed 18 May, 7pm
Percy Arms, Percy St,
NE1 7RW
368-595-2712

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop

NORWICH

After the French election—
is fascism back?
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
Butterfly Café,
114A King St,
NR1 1QE
906 652 5299
OXFORD & THAMES VALLEY

From the First World War
to Vietnam—how people
power ended wars
Wed 18 May, 7pm
Michael Young Building,
Ablett Cl, OX4 1XH
861-2001-6477
PORTSMOUTH

Sackings and P&O—the
ruthless face of capitalism
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
488-934-2809
SOUTHAMPTON

Rising energy costs—why
nuclear isn’t the answer
Thu 19 May, 7.30pm
381-513-5080
SWANSEA & WEST WALES

Patterns of revolution—
lessons from Sudan
Thu 19 May, 7pm
Brynmill Community Centre,
St Alban’s Rd, Brynmill,
SA2 0BP
902-964-963
WIGAN

The shadow of Stalin
Thu 19 May, 7pm
The Old Courts,
Gerrard Winstanley House,
Crawford St
WN1 1NA
894-2628-7708
YORK & SCARBOROUGH

Booklaunch: Rebellious
Daughters of History
Wed 18 May, 7.30pm
827-489-7492

The Labour Party—
a Marxist History

by Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein
and Charlie Kimber, £14.99

Breaking Up the British Does privilege
State—Scotland,
explain racism?
Independence and
by Esme Choonara,
Ken Olende, Yuri Prasad and
Socialism £12
Weyman Bennett, £3

PHONE 020 7637 1848 WEB bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

Transgender
Resistance
by Laura Miles
£10

CONTACT
THE SWP
Phone 020 7840 5600
Email enquiries@
swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 74955
London E16 9EJ
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Forbidden love in more ways
than one in this timely novel
Against a backdrop of war in the Balkans, Arsim, an Albanian, falls in love with
a Serbian man. Bolla is a story full of both excitement and fear, says Julia Ryder
“FEAR ARRIVES all at once, and it
is indivisible,” says Arsim in Bolla,
the latest novel by Kosovan-born
writer Pajtim Statovci. He has
plenty to fear.
Arsim lives a double life in Pristina,
capital of Kosovo, as civil war tears
apart Yugoslavia in the 1990s.
As the Yugoslav economy faltered,
rival sections of the ruling class in
the multi-ethnic federation stoked
nationalist division.
They were backed by imperial
powers that sought to benefit from
Yugoslavia splitting into several
smaller states.
Soon it descended into civil war,
with Croat and Serb forces heading
ethnic cleansing campaigns.
By 1999, this horror comes home to
Arsim, an ethnic Albanian in Serbia’s
province of Kosovo. Serb nationalist
ruler Slobodan Milosevic was fighting
a vicious 
“ counter‑insurgency”
against the Kosovo Liberation Army.
This isn’t all Arsim has to fear.
He was married off to Ajshe—an
“exceptional woman, demure and
obedient”. But in the early days of
the war, Arsim meets Milos in a cafe.
He’s the most beautiful man—and
a Serb. And yet “as we touch, there
is nothing strange or foreign to the
other”.
Statovci’s prose brings alive the fun
of a new romance, the “all consuming
desire” that Arsim has for Milos that
first night.
But what makes Bolla interesting
is that neither Arsim nor Milos are
heroes we’re rooting for throughout.
Arsim lashes out with anger, malice,
and violence when he finds out Ajshe
is pregnant—and after their children
are born.
We only meet Milos through a
series of disjointed diary entries,
placed before each chapter that’s
narrated by Arsim. They reveal the
terror of war—a war he goes on to
fight in—and the trauma that dominates the lives of people who lived
through it.
The war became worse throughout
1999 and 2000. The US and Nato
launched a bombing campaign on
Serbia under the guise of a “humanitarian intervention”, while Milosevic
attempted to drive out Albanians
from Kosovo.
Thousands of people were turned
into refugees—including Statovci
who was two years-old when his
parents went to Finland. Arsim’s
family likewise flee to an unnamed
European country, but here another
cruel fate awaits.
Bolla is a moving story of a man
trapped by tradition and the trauma
of war.
Bolla, Pajtim Statovci, £14.99
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FILM FESTIVAL
QUEER EAST
At venues across London,
18—29 May.
Go to queereast.org.uk

QUEER EAST is an
LGBT+ film festival that
showcases rarely-seen
cinema from East and
Southeast Asia.
Festival organisers
say, “Seeking to amplify
the voices of Asian
communities in the UK, the
festival explores the forces
that have shaped the
current queer landscape
in Asia, and aims to
encourage more inclusive
narratives.
“Recent global events,
from Covid-19-related
anti‑Asian attacks to
the Black Lives Matter
movement, have once again
reminded us how vital fair
and authentic racial and
sexual representation is for
our society.
“By showing films that
people might not otherwise
get a chance to see, we
can provide a platform for
under‑represented Asian
and diasporic communities

Asanee Suwan in Beautiful Boxer

TERROR IN an internment camp for Japanese Americans

Picture: BBC

A mix of real and supernatural horrors
TELEVISION

THE TERROR: INFAMY
Fridays, from 9pm, BBC2.
The first episodes are available now on
BBC iPlayer

THE NEW series of horror
anthology The Terror takes on
the trauma of Japanese prisoners
of war and their families in 1941
America.
Based on Japanese folklore,
the story is creepily relevant to a
world full of immigration camps
and rising racism against Asian
people.
The Terror: Infamy follows
Chester, a Japanese American
photographer who is taken to an
internment camp following the
attack on Pearl Harbour.
While there he discovers that
a shapeshifting demon called
an Obake is responsible for the

attack. He fights to protect his
family from the Obake whilst
trying to settle into his new life.
The horror elements of the
show are decent.
But the real gift lies in the
story of the prisoners of war and
how their lives have been turned
upside down by suspicion and
paranoia.
While Chester has assimilated
into American society, his
efforts—like those of many
others—are made irrelevant by
the realities of war.
The Obake poses a very
real and spooky threat to
the prisoners, but the most
harrowing scenes come from the
stories of the people themselves.
George Takei plays
Yomato‑San, a prisoner at the
same camp as Chester.
Takei, who was interned as a
child in California, served as a

consultant on the show, helping
to create a realistic portrayal of
the camps.
The series sets itself up quickly
with the supernatural elements.
But there is nothing particularly
shocking about the horror.
And the sheer amount of
character background introduced
in the first episode makes it
slightly tricky to follow.
If you can keep hold of
the story enough to follow it
through, it’s a worthwhile take
on a subject that isn’t often
touched on in mainstream
television.
Those who are fans of
horror fantasy will find some
entertainment here. But The
Terror: Infamy is also a great
watch for those who are
interested in this bleak time in
history.
Gabby Thorpe

to share their history,
stories and what it means
to be Asian and queer
today.”
Highlights include
Beautiful Boxer, a biopic
about Thailand’s famed
transgender kickboxer
Parinya Charoenphol.
Male at birth,
Charoenphol sets
out to master the
hyper‑masculine combat
sport Muay Thai, in order
to pay for her gender
reassignment surgery.
In Coalesce, the lives of
three young men intersect.
In contemporary Phnom
Penh, thousands of young
people who are chasing
the dream of a better life,
and struggling to make
ends meet, are swept up in
the ferocious pace of the
constantly-evolving city.
Songsa, an introverted
teenager, is sent to the
capital by his family to sell
clothes.
Phearum drives a taxi
that he is desperately
trying to pay off.
And Thy dreams of
owning a motorbike and
makes money by working
as a host and dancer in a
gay bar.
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EIR Starmer
doesn’t want
to wear New
Labour’s
mantle so
much as dig
up its corpse and parade
around in its skin.
That’s why he exhumed
the haunted visage of Tony
Blair to appear on video
and stare, dead-eyed, into
the camera for a pre-election endorsement the other
week.
After reciting what he says
were New Labour’s achievements after its 1997 election,
25 years ago this month, Blair
says Starmer is on the same
path.
“Today after four defeats,
just as in 1997, we have a
new leadership and a new
sense of purpose and mission,” he said. “Keir Starmer
has shown strength, determination and intelligence in setting Labour back on a winning
path.”
Shifting to the right—or the
centre ground as Labour politicians would put it—is about
being “disciplined to win” and
“dedicated to winning power.”
In Labour mythology, burying the left and adopting the
right wing politics of business,
patriotism and “security” was
key to victory in 1997.
That delusion is certainly
something Blair and Starmer
have in common.
As their version of events
goes, Blair won because of the
support of a new, “aspirational”
middle class that had grown
during the Tory governments
of Margaret Thatcher and John
Major.
In reality, the years before
Labour’s election had been
ones of class warfare. Ordinary
people had suffered assault
after assault and, in some cases,
fought back.
Workers had recently fought
big battles against the Tories
over mine closures and the poll
tax.
Public sector workers were
fighting attacks on their pay—
the latest in 18 years of job cuts
and pay cuts faced by all workers. Public services had become
worse and more expensive after
privatisation.
There was anger at the police
and racism too.

T

HE Tories passed
a bill in 1994 to
give more stop
and search powers to the police,
which they used
to target mainly young black
people.
The Nazi British National
Party had grown in the early
90s, and cops had sometimes
violently attacked anti-Nazi
marches.
By 1997, Major’s government was hated. The collapse
of the pound and soaring interest rates on Black Wednesday in
September 1992 shattered any
shred of belief in its economic
competence. There was widespread rejection of the results

market were better than planning and regulation, then tacked
on vague promises about “social
justice”.
Two of its biggest champions Peter Mandelson and Roger
Liddle wrote at the time that
New Labour’s job was “to move
forward from where Margaret
Thatcher left off”.
There would be no more old
Labour “tax and spend”—but
staying faithful to the Tories’
own budget promises. There
would be an end to staterun industries and public services, and an enthusiasm for
privatisation.
And the party’s decades-long
link to the union leaders would
be weakened if not severed.
Mandelson and Liddle complained unions had “impeded
industry”. And in 1997 Blair
insisted, “We will not be held to
ransom by the unions. We will
not cave into unrealistic pay
demands from anybody. We will
stand up to strikes.”
In the hope of a Labour government, most union leaders
enthusiastically backed the project anyway.

eral
TONY BLAIR On Eve of 1997 Gen

Election

25 years on from the New Labour government

THINGS
ONLY GOT
BITTER
Nick Clark explains how Keir Stramer is learning the
wrong lessons from Tony Blair’s time in office
of the neoliberal assaults. This
mood was so strong that almost
any Labour leader would have
won and the “social liberalism”
peddled by Blair could triumph.
Blair and his supporters
ignored all this. Their reinvention of Labour wasn’t really
about adapting to what ordinary people wanted—but to the
needs of big business.
Until Blair, Labour had always
promised to try and run society
in the interests of workers. But
Labour in government always
has to face up to those with real
power—the bankers, the bosses
and the big business owners.
Labour governments before
Blair found this out to their cost.

‘‘

Labour pushed
through
privatisation in
schools and
hospitals

Harold Wilson was first elected
on a raft of left wing promises.
He gave them up pretty quickly
when the governor of the Bank of
England demanded wage freezes
and cuts to social services.
The next Labour prime minister, James Callaghan, tried to cap
workers’ wages to make them pay
for an economic crisis—and provoked a massive wave of strikes.
By 1997 bosses were demanding a government that would continue Tory Margaret Thatcher’s
job of privatising industry and
driving down wages. Blair’s
answer was to reinvent Labour
completely—as New Labour.
New Labour accepted Thatcher’s
idea that competition and the

B

LAIR symbolically ditched
Labour’s “Clause
4” commitment
to public ownership of industry
in favour of a more woolly
“community in which power,
wealth and opportunity are
in the hands of the many, not
the few”.
As his Labour Party got closer
to government, it dropped even
its vague promises about redistribution of wealth. It turned
out “social justice” meant giving
police more powers and attacking benefits.
Blair and Brown’s Labour
governments pushed through
privatisation in schools and hospitals, and massively expanded
the disastrous Public Finance
Initiative and academy schools.
They slashed public sector
wages and jobs.
They built fewer council
homes during their entire time
in government than Thatcher
did in one year. Meanwhile
average wages fell. They also
refused to get rid of the antiunion laws Thatcher introduced.
Today Labour Party members sometimes talk of all the
“achievements” of the Blair government. But Sure Start was
about a “good start” in learning,
but was also about interventions into “dysfunctional” families and enabling more women
to do part time work. And the
minimum wage didn’t stop the
gap between rich and poor from
being wider after a decade of
New Labour than at any point
under Margaret Thatcher.
And when they boast of how
it won three elections under
Blair, remind them of how he
also oversaw the collapse of its
support.
Blair gambled that Labour
could oversee all this without
losing its working class voters,
simply because there was no one
else to vote for. Instead Labour
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Expectation
versus reality

T

haemorrhaged votes almost
immediately. Labour got less
votes in its landslide in 1997—
13.5 million—than the Tories’
14 million in 1992. By 2001, it
was down to ten million—fewer
than the votes Neil Kinnock lost
with in 1992.
This was made immensely
worse by the war on Iraq, which
eventually saw the end of Blair’s
leadership in 2006. By 2005
Labour’s was down to 9.5 million, and in 2010 it was booted
out with just over 8.5 million.
This process is at the heart
of Labour’s crisis today. Except
for the general election in
2017—when Jeremy Corbyn’s
leadership appeared a genuine
alternative—Labour’s decline
continued.
That’s because Labour not
only failed to halt decades of
assaults on working class living
standards—but for many of
those years oversaw them.
Keir Starmer’s answer is
more of the same. Unlike Blair
he wants to win back the support of business not by reinventing Labour, but by proving
bosses he can make the probusiness zombie live again.
The lesson of the Blair years is
that, even if successful, that type
of Labour government will bring
horror to working class people.
It’s the sort of party no socialist
should be seen dead in.

Neil Kinnock,
John Prescott and
Peter Mandelson
celebrate on
election night
1997 (top) The
war in Iraq turned
millions against
Labour (bottom)

Keir Starmer

READ MORE
lStarmer attacks
and Labour left MPs
crumble over war
opposition
Socialist Worker article
bit.ly/Labourcapitulates
lWhy it’s time to leave
Labour
by Charlie Kimber
Socialist Worker article
bit.ly/leavelab

lThe Labour Party: A
Marxist History
by Tony Cliff, Donny
Gluckstein and Charlie
Kimber £14.99
Available at
Bookmarks, the
socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to bookmarks
bookshop.co.uk

HERE WAS a gaping
chasm between what
people expected of a
Labour government
and what Blair offered.
Blair promised to cut
benefits for instance. Yet
in the 1996 British Social
Attitudes Survey, 55 percent
of people believed that
“unemployment benefit is too
low and causes hardship”.
The survey—and other
polls like it—didn’t just
show that ordinary people’s
opinions were generally
to the left of Labour’s.
Blair declared the era of
class—and class struggle—
was over. As he told Labour’s
conference in 1996, “There are
no longer bosses and workers,
them and us,” in Britain.
The 1991 British Social
Attitudes Survey found 46
percent described themselves
as working class. Another
18 percent said they were
“upper working class” while
another 4 percent simply
said they were “poor”.
Not only that, in 1996
between 66 and 75 percent
of people—depending on
what area of the country
they lived in—agreed that
“there is one law for the rich
and one for the poor”.
While Blair championed
big business as the agent of
progress, between 56 and
66 percent agreed that “big
business benefits owners at
the expense of workers.”
And—most bluntly of all—a
Gallup poll that year found
that 76 people thought there
was a class struggle in Britain.
Today, the Social Attitudes
Survey once more shows
people’s opinions generally to
the left of Labour—and again
that they feel a class divide.
Some 67 percent of people
in 2021 agreed “there is
one law for the rich and
another for the poor,” and
64 percent that “ordinary
people do not get their fair
share of the nation’s wealth.”
This time it doesn’t ask
whether they believe there’s a
class war. But the answer—and
the alternative to Labour—
is that there should be.

EYEWITNESS
FOCUS ON
PLACE
HERE
FASCISM

Fascism has the same goals,
but changes its public face
In the second column
of our series on
fascism, Sam Ord
asks how fascists have
changed—and what
has stayed the same
THE FACE of fascism
has changed since the
1930s and 40s.
In the decades following
the Second World War, small
groups of hardcore fascists
hoped they could repeat the
strategies that brought the
German Nazis and Italian
Fascists into power.
Groups such as the
Union Movement founded
by Oswald Mosley in 1948
and the British Movement
founded in 1968 copied
the tactics, symbolism and
uniforms of the 1930s.
Their aim was openly
to build a street army to
shatter their opponents
and hunt down migrants
and oppressed minorities.
But the broad awareness
of the horrors of the Nazis,
and the determination of
anti‑fascists that this should
not be repeated was a massive
barrier to their growth.
So, without abandoning
their central aim, they
shifted tactics.

Mainstream

Many turned, or at least
half-turned, towards
stressing a “nationalist”
anti-migration rhetoric.
This chimed with, and
also encouraged, the racism
spewing from mainstream
right wing forces.
And, in part, they married
their street thuggery with
a stress on elections as
the route to power.
Of course Adolf Hitler
had done this in Germany.
But the new “Euro-fascists”
tried much harder than the
Nazis in the 1920s and 30s
to present themselves as part
of the acceptable range of
democratic political parties.
Their leaders wore suits,
not boots—although there
were always the heavy
mob in the background.
The French National Front
(now National Rally) is one
example of this process.
It was founded by in 1972
byJean‑Marie Le Pen, Marine

NARENDRA MODI uses the fascists of the RSS

Le Pen’s father. It brought
together a clutch of small
fascist groupings whose
base was largely made up of
former military supporters of
the colonial war in Algeria.
Many of them were
members of the OAS
organisation that committed
hundreds of terrorist
attacks and thousands of
murders in Algeria and
France in the 1960s.
Like classical fascists
the National Front still
peddled Holocaust
denial, antisemitism
and Islamophobia.
But this was camouflaged
for electoral politics and the
street thugs were mostly
held from public view.
This laid the basis for
electoral success after the
mainstream parties both
attacked working class
people and themselves
took up anti-migrant and
anti-Muslim racism.
Marine Le Pen has taken
this a stage further, adopting
a “detoxification” strategy
designed to obscure the
overt racism of her father.
The media has largely
swallowed this, presenting

‘‘

A strategy of
winning votes
required the
fascists to hide
their true face

her as part of the legitimate
political spectrum and
only a slightly more
developed version of the
usual conservative forces.
Even many on the left
go along with this.
But nobody should
be fooled.
This is still a fascist
outfit rooted in the very
same ideas that spawned
the organisation in 1972.
The “presentable” fascism
of today has the same
long term goal as fascists
of the 1930s of building
a street movement.

State

But these fascists also use
state forces such as the
police and border guards
to smash left wing and
working class opposition.
Le Pen tries to look
“reasonable” to grab votes,
but boosts the thuggish
groups that attacks
migrants, LGBT+ people,
Muslims and the left.
Narendra Modi, the far
right prime minister of
India, uses the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
a fascist, Hindu nationalist,
paramilitary organisation.
The RSS carry out attacks
on Muslims while Modi
encourages the legal state
forces to do the same.
The face of fascism has
changed since the 1930s but
the threat remains the same.
In our next column we will
look at how to combat the
fascists—and confront the
system that produces them.
This is the second in a three-part
series on fascism. For the first
part go to bit.ly/fascism2022
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Why Covid drug won’t reach people who need it
week of people crowdfunding
to pay for drugs and
treatments that work but
which are not a
 vailable on
the health service.
Helen Simmonds, who
takes immunosuppressant
drugs to treat her m
 ultiple
sclerosis, says she feels
abandoned.
“I feel like I’m trapped in
March 2020, and everyone
has moved on,” she told
the Financial Times
newspaper.
“I don’t want people to
go around in hazmat suits
for my benefit but there’s
more this government can
do. There’s just no political gain in caring about the
immunocompromised.”

by YURI PRASAD

HUNDREDS OF thousands
of people with weakened
immune systems are being
hung out to dry by the Tories
and big pharma.
The head of the giant
AstraZeneca firm this week
launched a stinging attack
on the government because
it has failed to buy its drug
Evusheld.
The new jab can protect
people whose bodies have
not responded to Covid vaccines and stop them from
getting seriously ill.
Among them are people
with conditions ranging from
multiple sclerosis to blood
cancer and kidney failure—
and those who’ve had organ
transplants.
The drug was approved by
British regulators last month
and has been rolled out in
many other countries, including France and the US.
It can cut the risk of developing Covid by nearly 80
percent.
But the government insists
that at £800 for a shot every
six months, Evusheld is
too expensive for the NHS.

THE EVUSHELD drug

AstraZeneca boss Pascal
Soriot says Britain is, “one of
the rare developed countries
in the world that have not
ordered Evusheld.
“It’s a sad situation, quite
frankly, because people who
are immune-compromised
are really suffering from the
Covid crisis.”
Soriot adds that they are at
greater risk now that the government has lifted all Covid

restrictions. “They also represent a pretty large proportion
of the people who are hospitalised for Covid, so they do
need access to this medicine,”
he says.
There’s no doubt that the
Tories care little for the more
than 500,000 people who are
forced to carry on shielding
while the rest of the country
has returned to “normality”.
During the height of the

pandemic they routinely
brushed aside the death
rate among those at high
risk with the phrase “they
suffered underlying health
conditions”.
And their refusal to buy
Evusheld is part of a far
wider pattern of medicine
and healthcare rationing that
fails some of the most vulnerable patients.
There are news stories most

Target

She is right to target the government, but AstraZeneca’s
hands are far from clean.
The firm is famous for
having developed an early
vaccine against the coronavirus. And it pledged that
it would be priced so that
poorer, as well as richer
countries could buy it.
Since then, however, the
pharmaceutical giant has
seen revenue rise by more
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Bin workers across Britain
are on frontline of struggle
Faced with low pay and poor working conditions, refuse workers are hitting back.
Sophie Squire reports on the disputes and asks what can be learnt from them
REFUSE WORKERS from
H a s t i n g s t o H a c k n e y,
Coventry to Somerset, and many
other locations are striking back at
low pay, bullying bosses and terrible conditions. And in many cases
they’re winning.
Workers in similar professions, such
as HGV lorry drivers, are also getting significant pay increases, in part,
owing to a shortage of trained drivers.
So bad is the problem that the
g overnment recently invested

£34 million in a scheme to create new
skills boot camps to train over 11,000
people to become drivers each year.
And the problem is especially
bad for refuse collection services as
workers, tempted by higher wages,
are changing their jobs to work for
haulage companies.
The labour shortage means
remaining refuse workers have more
power to demand better pay and
conditions.
It took just 19 drivers striking
in Eastbourne to bring the city to a
standstill and to put refuse services
REFUSE WORKERS in Rugby prepare for the picket lines
on hold.
After six days of strikes with the
threat to take another eight, workers
“Double time on bank holidays worsening pay, other factors were the
won a guaranteed minimum of £13.50 went. We lost extra pay for overtime spark that led to the strike.
an hour from the council.
completely. And, of course, we haven’t
“Many of us will be hit hard by the
But there’s more than worker seen a pay rise in years.
cost of living crisis. Almost everyone
shortages behind the strikes.
“The distances we have to cover says they don’t know if they’ll be able
Paul Hancox, a refuse driver and have got progressively more exten- to pay their gas and electricity bill or
Unite union rep on strike in Rugby, sive over the years because of the feed their kids,” he said.
Warwickshire, told Socialist Worker development of new estates. So it’s
“But what really angered workers
that workers are no longer accepting more work with fewer workers.
here was that instead of the counbad pay and bullying councils.
“Now it’s hard to get anyone to cil giving us a pay rise, they offered
For around a decade “we worked a work here. With ten warehouses in us a loan to pay our bills. They even
well paid job,” he said. “People were and around Rugby that pay better said we should lessen our pension
breaking down doors to come and than the council, young people would contributions.”
work here, but the council has cut rather work there.”
Paul said that all of this has led
back our terms and conditions over
Paul told Socialist Worker that workers to strike, but also noted
the years.
while workers have been affected by that the council’s inability to recruit

On strike in Coventry

Competition
leads to low pay

workers means that they’ll have
greater leverage in the strike.
Across Britain shortages of labour
in the refuse collection industry—
caused by council cuts—mean that
workers wield even greater power
to fight back.
Paul summed up what he, and his
colleagues now feel as they head out
to picket lines. “Six months ago if
you’d told me we’d be on strike here,
I would have laughed,” he said.
“But workers are fed up, and they
are leading things. This hasn’t been
pushed from the top of the union.
It’s come from us.”

It’s action that builds workers’ confidence to fight for more
THE IDEA that refuse
workers can win
better pay is spreading
across Britain.
The wave of strikes
began at Brighton
and Hove council in
October last year.
Workers struck against
changes to their working
pattern, which the Green
Party council hadn’t
consulted them about.
They quickly realised
they could win more
and struck for pay too.
After two weeks of
action, refuse workers
won a pay rise for
themselves and around

1,000 other workers.
The strike showed
that action can grow
workers’ confidence
to fight for more.
Gary Palmer, GMB
union regional officer,
told Socialist Worker,
“After Brighton and Hove,
we got many calls from
workers asking how they
could do the same.
“We told them that to
get what they wanted,
they needed to strike.
“The GMB asked
to meet with refuse
workers at Adur and
Worthing council. We
expected that we would

Rubbish piles up during the
Brighton bin strike

meet about four or five
people. Our first meeting
had 30 people at it.”
After weeks of
strikes, workers won
pay rises of between
8.2 and 20.7 percent.

A combination of
strong self-organisation
and strong picket lines is
one of the reasons that
such action is winning.
Another helpful factor
is that when refuse
workers strike, everyone
locally knows about it.
“Most people don’t
really notice refuse
workers when they do
their job, but when they
stop working it’s the end
of the world,” said Gary.
“This is useful to us,
and we mustn’t start
negotiating until the
rubbish piles up in the
streets.” Gary added

that workers are now
planning further action
in Littlehampton, Sussex
and on the Isle of Wight.
In almost every case,
refuse workers have
demanded a pay rise
in line with inflation
or surpassing it.
Other workers would
do well to learn from
these victories and take
action themselves.
It’s a disgrace that
the most hard-faced
employer facing down
bin strikes has been
the Labour council in
Coventry rather than a
profit-hungry outsourcer.

LOCAL councils
have caused
misery for workers and
ordinary people alike
by outsourcing refuse
services to big companies.
They hand millions of
pounds every year to firms
such as Biffa and Veolia
to take on waste services.
That removes funding
from valuable services
such as education and
health.
And by employing these
industry giants councils
open up the door to
capitalist competition.
These companies
will constantly look to
drive down workers’
wages and conditions
to out‑complete their
rivals, win more council
contracts and make the
largest profits.

Sector

Councils began
privatisation in the refuse
sector partly to break
trade union activity.
Workers there have
always been a powerful
force. When they strike
they can grind cities to a
standstill.
When rubbish piles up
on street corners people
are outraged.
And while some may
blame workers, many
more blame councils
and the outsourced
companies.
For some years,
councils’ assaults on
refuse workers have been
a factor in weakening
workers’ struggles.
But the strikes today
show that privatisation
hasn’t beaten the unions,
and that the outsourcers
can be defeated.
All outsourced refuse
workers fighting hard for
a pay rise should also
demand that councils
bring them in house.
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IN BRIEF

REPORTS
POSTAL WORKERS

Dundee University
pension strike ends

ROYAL MAIL

Royal Mail workers prepare
to launch a ballot over pay

WORKERS IN Dundee are
finishing off their month-long
strike against pension cuts
this week.
Some 300 workers, who are
members of the Unison union
are battling against bosses
plans to slash the value of
their pensions.
Bosses also want to raise
the retirement age to 68 and
close the existing pension
scheme to new claimants.

Sandwell walkout
over rubbish pay
FACILITIES OPERATED by
Sandwell Leisure Trust were hit
on Tuesday when 280 workers
struck for better pay.
Members of the Unison,
GMB and Unite unions walked
out for a 10 percent pay rise,
or a return to the national pay
scale. Bosses had offered just
3.47 percent for this year.
In March 2021, bosses
fired and rehired all workers,
removing them from the
national agreement for pay,
terms and conditions.

Alstom workers on
C2C picket lines
MAINTENANCE engineers
employed by Alstom on the
C2C rail line between London
and Southend began a series
of strikes on Monday. Workers
in the Unite union are fighting
a pay offer of just 2.5 percent.
Last year Alstom reported
net profits of £150 million.
Managers recently received a
10 percent pay rise.
Workers voted 95 percent
in favour of strikes and further
action is planned in the
coming weeks.

Historic strike at
financial regulator
WORKERS AT the Financial
Conduct Authority in London
and Edinburgh held a 48-hour
strike on Wednesday and
Thursday last week.
It is the first ever strike
at the regulator since it was
founded. It follows many
months of refusals by FCA
management to listen to the
concerns of their workforce.
The FCA has rejected all
approaches to engage in
discussions with employee
representatives.
Further action is planned
for 9 and 10 June and then 5
and 6 July.

Strike ballot looms
at Norwich council
WORKERS EMPLOYED by
a Norwich City Councilowned company are set for
a formal strike ballot after
they overwhelmingly rejected
a 4.2 percent pay offer in a
consultative ballot.
About 200 workers are
employed by NCSL in jobs
such as grave diggers, housing
maintenance staff, street
cleaners and in parks. Their
Unite union said the pay offer
was “woefully inadequate”.

STRIKERS OUT in Mutley, Plymouth

Picture: CWU Twitter

‘Pay offer is insulting’
say Post Office strikers
by NICK CLARK
POST OFFICE workers staged
a national strike over pay
on Tuesday of last week.
They are furious at bosses’
offer of a meagre 2 percent
pay increase—well below
inflation—for 2022, following
a pay freeze in 2021.
“We all feel the same
way—we’re not respected by
the employer,” Phil Gower, a
CWU union rep at a cash depot
in east London told Socialist
Worker.
“We worked all through the
pandemic without question
and all we want is a pay rise in
line with inflation.
“The cost of living is going
through the roof, and the
last time we had a rise in our
wages was 2020. It doesn’t

even come anywhere near
what it needs to be.” Strikers
are also angry that bosses say
there’s no money, yet paid
billions wrongly prosecuting
people in the Horizon scandal.
The Post Office had to
award huge payouts to
workers wrongly accused of
false accounting—and the
government bailed it out with
at least £200 million.
CWU postal executive
member Andy Hopping told
Socialist Worker, “To offer
us 2 percent is absolutely
insulting on the strength of the
money that they wasted. The
government is going to bail
Post Office out to the tune of
£1.2 billion.”
“They’re projected to have
a profit of £38 million,” Phil
said. “But they still haven’t
published their accounts, it’s

overdue. So it’s as if they’re
hiding something. But when
it comes to fighting a court
case they can find hundreds
of millions of pounds from
somewhere.
“They knew what they did
was wrong, but they still tried
to fight it.”
Phil said the strike had
“solid support” at the cash
depot in east London. “Nobody
from the drivers has gone in,
so it’s 100 percent, and in the
cash centre, only two or three
have gone in,” he said.
Phil added that strikers
would be ready to take action
again. “It’s always the same
with the Post Office,” he said.
“To get anything you always
have to get to this point. We’re
prepared for a long dispute.
People are willing to come out
again.”

ROYAL MAIL workers
are gearing up for a
strike ballot over pay.
Workers began
holding large union
workplace meetings on
Monday morning.
Delegates at the CWU’s
postal conference last month
voted to declare a dispute
and prepare for a ballot
if bosses didn’t budge.
Bosses at Royal Mail put
forward a pay increase of
just 3.5 percent coupled
with a raft of new attacks
on working conditions.
Delegates agreed the union
should declare a dispute if
an acceptable offer was “not
in sight” by Friday of last

Set to close?
week. Previous agreements
say there has to be a fourweek talking period after
declaring a dispute.
But the CWU says if
there’s no agreement after
this, it will launch a ballot.

UNIVERSITIES

Battle goes on in the UCU
TRADE UNIONISTS must
keep battling attempts by
the top of the UCU union to
end their fight.
Members of the UCU
union have already hit back
at several attempts by
general sectary Jo Grady
and her supporters to halt
their dispute.
Earlier this year 40
branches voted to strike
in another wave of action
over the “four fights”.
They are fighting over pay,
inequalities, workload,
casualisation and against
cuts to the USS pension
scheme.
And branch delegates
voted overwhelmingly for
a marking and assessment
boycott backed up by
strikes. Grady recently
announced that marking

and assessment boycotts
would begin on 23 May.
For many this is already
much too late and with
every day that workers
delay, the boycott will
become less effective.
Immediate action is also
needed to support branches
who are striking in local
disputes.
Workers at Queen Mary
university voted to strike
for ten days earlier this
month. UCU members are
striking to demand that
university management
rule out a 100 percent pay
deduction for when they
take action short of a strike.
Workers will strike
from Monday to Friday of
this week and then from
Monday until Wednesday of
next week.

EDUCATION

Impressive school strikes see fightbacks in London
WORKERS AT John Fisher
Catholic school in Purley,
south London, are keeping
up their defiant stand for
LGBT+ rights. The NEU
union members roundedoff a two-day strike last
Thursday—and planned to
walk out for three more days
from Tuesday of this week.
The Catholic school was
set to hold a world book day
event with author Simon
James Green, whose books
include LGBT+ characters.
An intervention from
the archdiocese cancelled
it despite opposition from
teachers and school governors.
Two governors resigned
their positions as a result of
the homophobic decision
while the rest were removed
by the archdiocese.
The landmark strike has

received mass support from
students, parents and other
schools.
The workers have two
clear demands—reinstate the
governors and invite Green to
talk about his books.
Pauline Buchanan, NEU
London regional secretary,
said, “Our members will not
stand by and watch those who
identify as LGBT+ be singled
out for adverse and degrading
treatment.
“We will continue to
challenge this unfair and
draconian decision and fight
for respect for all.” A win at
John Fisher would send a clear
message that resistance can
beat back the bigots.
nCLEANERS AT Connaught
school for girls in
Walthamstow, east London

are continuing to strike over
Transfer of Undertakings
(TUPE) transfer.
They will walk out for
three days this week as
TUPE transfers do not
protect workers indefinitely.
nSTAFF AT Coulsdon
Sixth Form College in
Croydon, south London
are determined to fight
management over a refusal
to honour nationally
agreed pay awards.
They were set to walk
out for two days this week.
Workers say they feel
undervalued and are
experiencing staffing issues
due to recruitment problems
because of low pay.
Workers also say that
they are struggling with
the rising cost of living.

Despite this workers remain
determined.NEU members
voted 95 percent for strikes.
If no offer is made
they will walk out for
three days next week.
nNEU MEMBERS at
Walthamstow Primary
Academy in east London
were set to begin a nine-day
series of strikes this week.
Workers planned action on
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of this week.
Their fight against high
workload, low pay and
bullying has won some
significant concessions from
management. But action
continues.
Workers will strike from
Tuesday to Thursday next
week, and 24, 25 and 26 May.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ARTS

RCA victory
AFTER AN inspiring and
long-running fight, university
workers at the Royal College
of Art have won a host of
measures that will improve
conditions at the university.
Workers took 41
days of strikes.
They have won full
employment rights, an end
to zero hour contracts, caps
on workloads for teaching
staff and new routes to
permanent contracts.
Nathan Francois, UCU
RCA branch secretary,
said, “This victory is a
timely reminder that union
members and branches have
real and meaningful power
to shape their working
conditions together through
industrial action, solidarity,
and support from workers
and students across higher
and further education.”
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Coventry picket steps
up pressure on bosses
by A UNITE UNION MEMBER

S U P P O RT E R S O F t h e
Coventry bin strike blocked
trucks from leaving the
Tom White Waste (TWW)
depot on Friday morning.
It was the second time this
has been done and is a very
positive initiative.
The Labour-run council is
using its wholly-owned company for scab labour in an
attempt to break the Unite
union members’ long-running pay strike.
The protest started at 6am
and ended at 8.40am when
the protesters themselves
decided they’d made their
point. No trucks left the site.
Protesters faced down the
only one that tried to force its
way through.
Police were there in numbers from 8am onwards.
Tom White management
called in more and more
private security throughout
the picket, but the protest
continued.
Someone senior in
Coventry council is approving yet more money for these
security guards to try and
beat the strike.
The local authority put out
a statement claiming this protest was illegal—it wasn’t and

PICKETING THE scab depot last week

won’t be.
The Labour council
appears to think the right
to protest no longer exists
within its boundaries.
Strikers cheered news of
the protest on the picket line,
where morale remains high.
There are rumours that the
council is open with Unite
about its ability to meet the
drivers’ claim.
But the council has shown
its duplicity in the past—and
strikers shouldn’t trust bosses

HACKNEY

Hackney strikers call for
wider action in pay fight
MORE THAN 150 striking
council workers in Hackney,
east London, ended six
days of industrial action
last Wednesday with a
noisy march around the
town hall, shouting “What
do we want? More pay.”
Around 200 workers
from the council’s waste,
building services and
special education needs and
disabilities (Send) sections
have been striking in protest
at the council’s imposition of
the government’s insulting
1.75 percent pay deal. They
want a 10 percent rise.
The march was preceded
by a rally where shop
stewards congratulated
their members for the
lively action they had taken
during the dispute. In
particular they mentioned
good picket lines at the
two keys depots, Millfields
and Andrews Road.
A union reps’ meeting

later agreed to continue
the industrial action,
possibly balloting other
sections to join it.
Regional Unite union
officer Steve Edwards
told Socialist Worker that
they were looking toward
members in other councils
being balloted for action
over the 1.75 percent offer.
“This is not a battle we
can win on our own. We
need the other unions to
join us too,” he said.
The council says its hands
are tied by the national deal.
But union reps say the
council has £300 million
stashed away, some of which
could be used to meet their
demands.
They have also pointed
to the eye-watering salaries
that council executives have
awarded themselves.
More action is possible in
the future.
Alan Gibson

join the union. But it has
to be built properly. Pickets
must continue outside Tom
White—and it’d be better if
the bin strikers headed it up
themselves.
There are a host of Unite
regional sector meetings
taking place this month and
next month.
Unite could organise them
in the Coventry office and
have delegates visit the picket
lines.
But wherever these meetings are held, a speaker from
the dispute should be invited.
The bin collectors must
be balloted as soon as possible and the union must do
whatever is necessary to win
an overwhelming result for
strikes.
The strike must spread to
other Unite sectors in the
council—for example, the
highways staff.
The union must also renew
and beef up calls for solidarity donations from trade
union branches.

until it’s done and dusted.
And the drivers rightly insist
that they will not return to
work while Unite deputy
convenor Pete Randle is
suspended.
Unite should call and build
for a national solidarity day
on the picket lines for trade
unionists to come and show
their support.
This would help boost the
confidence of the bin collectors if they ballot—and
of the TWW skip drivers to

lSupport the strike: Coventry

CARE HOMES

TRANSPORT

WORKERS AT four care
homes in Bristol are busy
building a big Yes vote
in their ballot for action
over new contracts and
conditions.
Care workers, nurses and
staff at St Monica Trust,
which runs four care homes,
are being balloted over
plans to change their shifts,
slash their sick pay and
unsocial hours pay.
Members of the Unison
union say the attacks would
leave some of them up to
£300 a month poorer.
Bosses have told the key
workers if they don’t agree
to the changes they will be
sacked and rehired on worse
contracts.
Workers should keep
up the battle to deliver a
strong strike vote to beat
back these attacks—and
get ready for hard-hitting
action. Their resistance can
be an inspiration to others
across the sector.

AS RAIL workers across the
country build a national
strike ballot against cuts,
it’s been revealed that over
1,000 ticket offices are at
impending risk of closure.
The government in an
attempt to save millions
has updated its guidance
relating to changes to ticket
office opening hours.
The RMT union claims
it clears the way for train
operating companies to
cut or close the majority,
if not all, ticket offices.
The cuts reflect the
train companies’ goal
of slashing thousands
of station staff jobs.
This will make the railway
less safe across the network.
This is an announcement
that should fuel the
national strike ballot and
the struggle to bring the
profiteers to their knees.
The ballot involves
over 40,000 workers on
Network Rail and 15 train
operating companies.
The RMT says if workers
vote for action it could lead

bin worker’s strike fund: Unity
Trust Bank a/c Unite WM/7116
Branch Coventry Local
Government, Sort code: 6083-01, a/c number: 20302665.
Messages of support to Pete.
Randle@unitetheunion.org
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate summit brings
together radical fights
by HUW WILLIAMS
THE CLIMATE summit last
Saturday in Bristol was a
big success with over 250
people in attendance.
Climate activists were
joined by trade unionists,
anti-racist and social justice
campaigners and ten
organisations had stalls at the
event.
It was organised by Bristol
Climate Justice Coalition with
speakers including Jeremy
Corbyn MP.
The most popular
contributions were those that
targeted the people at the top
of society and the system as
a whole. Every declaration of
support for all refugees being
welcome was met with big
applause.

Jobs

There were debates aired
about how we argue the issue
of jobs in industries connected
to aviation and the arms
industry—both big sources of
employment in the city.
Suzanne Jeffery from the
Campaign against Climate
Change (CACC) said that
responding to the climate
emergency by, for example,
retro fitting all homes would
be a massive source of new
jobs.
She argued this was the
way forward rather than
expanding nuclear power, gas
and aviation.
Workshops on “Just
transition”, “War,
militarisation and climate
change” and “Climate justice

and the global south” heard
debates and speakers from
War on Want, Global Justice
Now and Stand Up to Racism.
Carla Denyer, co-leader of
the Green Party spoke at the
final plenary alongside climate
strikers and XR youth activists.
There were also two
excellent contributions
from the Black and Green
Ambassadors.
This is an organisation
designed to connect black
people with the climate
movement.
Ujima radio station the
main black station in the
city ran a “Climate summit
takeover” show throughout the
event and interviewed many of
those attending.
In the final plenary Lewis
Nielsen from CACC got a
fantastic response when
he warned about how the
government was using the
crisis over Ukraine to push
back on issues such as
fracking.
And there was big support
for his statement that how
we get change comes from
building mass movements
on the streets and in the
workplaces.
It was a fantastic event that
opens up the possibility of
building a serious coalition in
Bristol with radical politics at
its heart
lManchester Climate Justice
Summit, Sun 15 May 12
noon -5pm, online on Zoom
or in person at University of
Manchester student union,
Oxford Road, M13 9PR. For
Zoom details and to book go to
bit.ly/McrSummit

UNIS0N ELECTIONS

Bristol care 1,000 reasons to strike Vote for left
home battle
to “potentially the biggest
rail strike in modern history.”
Network Rail intends to
cut at least 2,500 safety
critical maintenance jobs as
part of a £2 billion reduction
in spending on the network.
Voting in the ballot
closes on 24 May.
nSIXTY workers employed
by First Glasgow buses
have accepted an
improved pay offer after
threatening to strike.
The agreed deal ensures
a significant pay increase
along with improvements
to sickness pay which will
increase by up to 50 percent.
nAROUND 270
Stagecoach bus drivers in
Aberdeenshire, have won
a ten percent pay deal.
Unite general secretary,
Sharon Graham applauded
what she said was an
inflation-busting deal.
However, it covers 18
months and is therefore
below the present rate of
inflation.

ACTIVISTS IN the Unison
union are organising to win
key elections.
Members have until 25
May to vote for candidates
in the union’s Service Group
Executive Committees.
The Time For Real Change
campaign represents union
activists who are on the left
of the union.
Its candidates are standing
in support of a battle against
the cost of living crisis. They
are calling for action against
attacks in the workplace,
such as below-inflation pay
deals, redundancies and extra
work.
One candidate told
Socialist Worker, “There’s
a battle over who controls
our union. We’re the biggest
union in the country but
we’re not pulling our weight,”
he said.
“We need people elected
who want to fight and want
to make our union more
effective.”
lTime for Real Change
candidates at bit.ly/SGE0522
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TORIES SEND YET MORE
BILLIONS TO FUND WAR
by SAM ORD

BORIS JOHNSON vowed
last weekend to fuel the
clash of imperialist powers in Ukraine with an
additional £1.3 billion in
military support.
It’s a massive increase in
financial and military support and the largest military
conflict investment since the
height of imperialist war in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
The £1.3 billion sum will
include the £300 “military
kit” promised by Johnson
previously.
It includes radar systems,
GPS jamming and night
vision devices.
Johnson will also meet
with arms companies, who
are cashing in massively from
the war, to discuss increasing
production.
It’s an attempt not only
to meet the demands of
the c onflict but to demote
Russia’s global arms industry
as well.
This wave of British military spending adds to earlier
financial commitments totalling around £1.5 billion.
Chancellor Rishi Sunak
took a break from telling
ordinary people to tighten
their belts to cope with the
cost of living crisis to say,
“The UK is at the forefront of
providing economic, humanitarian and defensive support
to Ukraine.”
Britain isn’t alone in

JOHNSON ON the G7 call

considerable increases in
military spending. The G7
group, which includes Italy,
Germany, Canada, Japan,
France, Britain and the US,
met virtually with Ukrainian
president Volodymyr
Zelensky last Sunday.
The Western imperialists reassured him that they
would continue military and
economic assistance.
They believe that if Ukraine

can push back Russia then
this will be a big step forward
for Western interests.
A statement from G7
leaders said the plan is “to
help Ukraine secure its free
and democratic future” and
we can expect to see financial
aid increases “in the coming
weeks”.
Yet US president Joe Biden
fears the media has been
too honest in revealing his

involvement in the war.
He told administrators
that media reports have been
counterproductive for the
West.
His concerns come after
the US announced that its
spies and surveillance had
helped Ukraine locate and hit
Russian military targets.
Biden doesn’t want the US
to be seen as directly involved
in the war with Russia.

Yet the arms and assistance it gives to Ukraine show
that it is.
Biden is currently seeking
almost £27 billion to send to
Ukraine.
And deputy defence secretary Kathleen Hicks said
Biden is ready to increase
the vast £661 billion military
budget request for 2023.
According to the secretary
of defence, Lloyd Austin, the

main motive behind these
moves is to see a “weakened”
Russia. Another essential motive is to counter its
imperialist rival China, which
the US military brands as the
top threat.
US allies are already talking up threats of military
action against China in the
Pacific Ocean.
Australian prime minister
Scott Morrison said he would
work with allies to stop China
from building a military base
on the Solomon Islands.
It came after China and
the Solomon Islands signed a
security pact.
A leaked draft of the deal
suggested it would allow
China to deploy its navy to
the Solomons.
A US state department official announced they wouldn’t
rule out military action if
China built a Solomon Islands
military base.
The Solomon Islands’
prime minister said last week
that the pressure amounts to
the threat of “invasion”.
Manasseh Sogavare told
his parliament on Tuesday
that there had been “warning
of military intervention” over
the deal with China.
“In other words we are
threatened with invasion.
And that is serious,” he said.



More online

For more on the war go to
www.socialistworker.co.uk

Activists across Britain say no to imperialist war and Nato escalation
HUNDREDS OF activists
joined Stop The War
(STW) protests, speak-outs
and stalls across Britain
last Saturday as part of
an international day of
action over Ukraine.
They demanded,
“Russian troops out, no
to Nato escalation,” as
the country descends
further into a proxy
war between US and
Russian imperialism.
Up to 300 people
joined a demonstration in
Glasgow. Keir McKechnie,

STW Scotland co-chair,
told Socialist Worker,
“The protest today was
important. It showed that
ordinary people want to
show their opposition
to Western leaders’
efforts to further escalate
the war in Ukraine.
“All this does is serve
the imperialist interests
of the US, the EU and
Britain. We protested to
say no to a bloody proxy
war between the Western
powers and Russia.”
“And it was also vital

Protesters on the streets of Glasgow  Picture: Glasgow Stop the War

that today we stand
in solidarity with the
anti-war movement
in Russia who oppose
Vladimir Putin.”
Trade unionists joined
the march in Glasgow—
including from the UCU,
Unite and RMT unions.
In London, STW
supporters held a series
of campaigning stalls,
including in Islington
and Enfield in north
London and Hackney and
Newham in east London.
Ukrainian Anton, who

signed the petition and
took away an STW poster
in Newham, said, “It’s a
war between the US and
Russia being fought on
Ukrainian territory”.
Stop The War and
others have called for
another day of action on
Saturday 25 June, ahead
of the Nato warmongers’
summit in Madrid in
the Spanish state.
As the West and Russia
escalate their brutal
war, it’s vital to keep
building opposition.
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